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FOREWORD

The Physics Summary is issued several times per year.
„

0 .                  for the information of the members of the Division and a limited number

'                   of other persons interested in the progress of the work. It includes

short reports on highlights of the current research, abstracts or short

summaries of oral presentations at meetings, abstracts of papers

recently accepted for publication, and publication notices of papers

appearing in recent journals and books.  Many of these reports cover

work still in progress; the results and data they present are therefore

preliminary, tentative, and often incomplete.

The research presented.in any one issue of the Summary

is only a small random sample of the work of the Physics Division.  For

a comprehensive overview, the reader is referred to the ANL Physics

Division Annual Review is,sued each summer, the most recent being
.

Argonne National Laboratory Report ANL-7081 which reports research

                 in the year ending 31 March 1965.
The issuance of these reports is not intended to constitute

publication in any sense of the word. Final results will be s,ubmitted

for publication.in regular professsi6nal journals  or, in special cases,

presented in ANL Topical Reports.
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1.  RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

:i

MEASUREMENT OF THE ELECTRON-NEUTRON INTERACTION BY THE
ASYMMETRICAL SCATTERING OF THERMAL NEUTRONS BY

NOBLE GASES (51313-01)

V. E. Krohn and G. R. Ringo

The direct measurement of the electron-neutron interaction

with low-energy neutrons :currently appears to be the most sensitive

available measure of [ dG /dq2] the slope of the electric structure
En q=0'

factor of the neutron at zero four -momentum transfer. Along with the

charges and magnetic moments of the nucleons and a few parameters

derived from high-energy electron-scattering experiments, it provides
-

the main experimental basis for present ideas about nucleon structure.

The most precise determination to date was recently obtained at Argonne..

Because the electron-neutron interaction is so small in

comparison with the neutron-nucleus,inte:raction, there is always a

serious concern that some small effect involving the nuclear interaction

may be affecting the measurement in an unknown way.  It is thus unusually
important to have this measurement made by several methods and on

various materials. Accordingly, the approach adopted in the present

experiment (Fig., 1) was,to make precise measurements on each of three

gases by the method originally employed at Argonne by Ferrrii and

Marshall. This method depends upon the fact that, in the scattering of

thermal neutrons, the interference between the scattering from the

nucleus. and the scattering from the .electrons of an atom leads to an

asymmetric angular distribution of scattered neutrons in the
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COUNTER \
/ ALUMINUM

VACUUM CHAMBER

-- Fig. 1. The scattering chamber
I.

---

,- and counter assembly used for
measurement of the ratio of the

BORON CARBIDE number of neutrons scattered
SHIELDING through 450 in the laboratory to

11                                             .INCIDENT
NEUTRONS the number scattered through

/ 1350. (The inside diameter of--

-                       the scattering chamber is 1 ft.)*.

/- --

CADMIUM /- //

SHEETS '/

/%--

center-of-mass system. This occurs because the atomic scattering

factor (form factor) depends upon the angle of scattering.

In terms of the slope of the electric structure factor· of

the neutron at zero momentum transfer, the values obtained were
2                                    2

0.0196 1 0.0013 F  from Ar, 0.0197 i 0.0007 F  from Kr, and
2

0.0190 k 0.0005 F  from Xe. The agreement between the results from
:

the three gases suggests that the final result has not been seriously

affected by any possible weak p-wave resonance in one of the noble gas
2

isotopes. The final result is 0.0193 + 0.0004 F , which corresponds to
-16

an electron-neutron scattering length of -1.34·+ 0.03 X 10 cm and an

effective potential (that would account for this scattering length if it were
)

effective over a sphere having a radius equal to the classical radius of

the electron) of -3720 + 90 eV.
The electron-neutron interaction can, of course, be estimated

by extrapolating the results of high-energy electron-deuteron scattering

experiments to zero four-momentum transfer, but this procedure leads
to results with relatively large uncertainties.

Some recent arguments based on internal symmetries
2                             2

have suggested that G (q ) =0 for all values of q. However, makingEn
use of relativistic invariance, Foldy has shown that the anomalous                           9

2magnetic moment of the neutron implies a contribution of +0.021 F  to

'4
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the electron-neutron interaction. ·Although other contributions of. cliff d'rent

physical origin could cancel this, the Foldy effect makes it somewhat

plausible that there should be an electron-neutron interaction of the size

that is observed by low-energy neutron scattering.
e

9

4.,
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ON-LINE CALCULATIONS WITH THE CDC -3600 COMPUTER USING. AN
AUTOMATIC-PRIORITY INTERRUPT (51313-01)

R. 0. Lane

In recent weeks the Physics Division On-Line Information                H

System (PHYLIS) has used its ASI-2100 computer as a satellite of the

CDC -3600 of the Applied Mathematics Division in the performance of
one of the most sophisticated modes of operation yet attempted with this

advanced computer complex. In previous applications of this complex
for high-speed acquisition and processing of data, the data were

accumulated in the relatively small ASI-2100; then (via the direct link

between the computers) the processing was done by the larger CDC-3600

which was made available a few minutes at a time on a prearranged
schedule.

In the more recent innovation, the experimenter on the

4.5-MeV Van de Graaff interrupts the normal production computations
on the CDC-3600 and obtains extensive major computations  on his  data,

.

after which the 3600 resumes normal production-all automatically.

The sequence of events in this "priority interrupt" mode of the system

(Fig. 2) is as follows.   ( 1) Data from the detectors used in the experiment
on neutron scattering and polarization are accumulated automatically on

a few punched cards.  (2) A

command word typed by the
       Booft LINK        |     0      EA |

experimenter at the remote station
|PHYLIS | - 440-ft

 LIBRARY   SCRATCH  CABLE
instructs the card reader to transfer

TAPE
1

112L_-1

the data along the 440-ft cable
1-REAOTE

[77FF-1 STATION rLJNE-1 to the 2100 and thence onto the
WRITER - 4.5-MeV -1 PRINTER-

1-113 data tape.  (3) The experimenter
| CARD  | then types the name of the program
READER |

for the desired calculation. Thi s
Fig. 2. Block diagram of the

PHYLIS-3600 computer instructs the 2100 to interrupt the
til

cornplex. 3600.  (4) In a few seconds, the
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3600 stops computation and the information relevant to the intarrupted

computation is dumped from the computer memory onto the scratch tape.

(5) The program that was called by the experimenter is then read from

the PHYLIS library tape into the 3600 memory.  (6) The experimental              -
. data are transferred from the data tape across the link to the 3600 which

performs the computations for· the experimenter., (7) The results are

then transmitted back across the link to the data tape at the 2100.

(8)· The information that was in the  memory at the moment the, computation

was interrupted is read back into the memory of the 3600, and the

computer resumes its production work. (9) Meanwhile, the results sent      

back from the 3600 to the 2100 are printed out by the line printer at the

remote station.

On the basis of these results (which, with the exception of

the initiating instructions, were obtained completely automatically), the

experimenter exercises his most important function: he immediately
decides the proper direction for the next step of the experiment.

'1 The power ·of this sophisticated technique was clearly

demonstrated in the recent measurement of the differential cross section
11

and polarization of neutrons scattered.from B . Within a couple of

hours of running time on the Van de Graaff, it was clear that the experiment
had achieved its major objective of establishing the parity of the 5.00-MeV

12state in B . Without such a powerful on-line computing facility, it would

have  been  some days later-after the accelerator time allocated  to  thi s

experiment had passed-that the experimenters would have known whether

they had achieved their goal or not. Clearly such a computer facility
with the capabilities  of the  CDC -3600 enables experimenters to guide the

progress of their measurements to achieve better results. Consequently,
it leads to better economy of accelerator time by helping to see that the

measurements are.completed properly the first time rather than having
to be repeated to obtain what in retrospect should have been obtained the

•                                            fi r st  tirn e.
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GAMMA-RAY COINCIDENCE TECHNIQUES EMPLOYING
HIGH-RESOLUTION GERMANIUM DETECTORS (51313-01)

H. H. Bolotin

The powerful technique of coincidence measurements

with lithium-drifted germanium-diode detectors is being used to investigate

the highly complex gamma-ray spectra following capture of slow neutrons.

The resulting valuable information on the properties of low-lying excited
72states of odd-odd nuclei is illustrated by recent results on Ga frorn

71         66                  66neutron capture in Ga and on Ga from B decay of Ge
The capture of a thermal neutron by a target nucleus leaves

the typical compound nucleus with an excitation energy-of the order of
5 -8  MeV.    In the subsequent de -excitation by gamma emission,  a very

large number of low-lying excited states are populated either by direct

primary transitions from the capture state or by subsequent gamma-ray
cascades. The average spacing between low-lying states in many nuclides

4(especially odd-odd nuclei) may be as small as 50 keV,  and the number.of
.

transitions taking place between these states is very large. Often as

many as forty or more gamma-ray transitions can be observed at energies
less than 1 MeV, while the entire gamma-ray spectrum extends up to the
neutron separation energy.

In order to resolve as many transitions as possible in the

complex neutron-capture gamma-ray spectra, it is essential to employ

detectors with extremely high resolution. Unfortunately, high resolving
power is often insufficient, since the complexity revealed by higher
resolution sets additional demands on the determination of the ordered

relationships among the host of resolved transitions.    Much of the additional

information needed to establish the sequential relationships among the

gamma rays can be supplied by gamma-gamma coincidence studies of

the gamma cascades. The coincidence measurements described here
,,
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-                                146 Ikel

30-                                                                                                                                                                              71                   72
252.9 Go  (n.r) Go

-                                               Ge{Li)DETECTOR
-                                                          SINGLES SPECTRUM                          -

25- X 5112.5
282.4

.                                                                 10 _ 278.1                                                                                                                                                                            -

I .x 20- 52.6

r ' -    1       103.12 -    9'i.013 -
8 15=5

60.0

'

511.0       
  -

424.3
200.0                           •

10- 530.3 _
. **RTAN: ..

5-                                                                                                    -

100  20,0  3 0  4 0  500 -
ENERGY (keV)

O   1 1 1'1 1'1 1 1 1'1 1'l l'1 1'1 1'1 1'1 1 1'1 1' ' ' ' ' '
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

PULSE HEIGHT CHANNEL

Fig. 3. A portion of tlde low-energy g'amma -ray spdct'rum following the
slow-neutron capture reaction Ga71 (n, y)Ga as  viewed  by a lithium -72

drifted germanium detector.

employ the recently developed lithium-drifted germanium-diode detectors,1
which'combine extremely high energy resolution, moderate detection

efficiency, and reasonably fast coincidence timing capabilities.
3,

The typical complexity of gamma-ray spectra· following

slow-neutron capture is illustrated by the spectrum (Fig. 3) of low-energy
71      72

transitions from the reaction Ga    (n, y)Ga    , as viewed by a Ge(Li)

detector. The resolved transitions in this singles spectrum are

sufficiently numerous that, with the aid of the spectra of low-energy

transitions in coincidence with high-energy primary gamma rays and

with gamma rays occurring between lower energy levels, they enable

the experimenter to identify members of many unresolved multiplets and

to provide unambiguous coincidence relationships (hitherto undetermined)

among a host of fully resolved transitions. These data have permitted

the construction of uniquely determined decay schemes for levels with

excitation energies below about 1 MeV.

1 All Ge(Li) detectors employed in these experiments were fabricated
by H. Mann and co-workers of the Argonne Electronics Division.
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As a demonstration of the
188 KIV

38 power of coincidence measurements with Ge320-

-                   CO
)

diodes, Fig. 4 shows a portion of the gamma -
To  240-
: - :,s                                                                                            

                                                                                               
            66

380 -    ray spectrum following the @ decay of Ge to
.                                         '

  160- 245 <

I „.     66          6

i 8,   \Il,1 1 .

-    states of Ga :  The two closely spaced lines
at 181 and 188 keV had previously been- i

O                                                         ,-f- unresolved in both singles and coincidence
60- ,'           - studies which employed NaI(Tl) detectors,

(b)
M 40- -    and had been treated as a single intense gamma»

  20-:4 -    ray with an energy of 185 keV.  Not only have

5  0 --   i'...1 ,  , ' 'N//-'.- these two transitions been fully resolved in
9 120

M - _     the singles spectrum [ Fig. 4(a)] obtained
0                           (C)
0 80- with the Ge(Li) detector, but the coincidence

40- -     relationships of each of these.'lines separately

0 -144'1.€*.     .              6 have been determined, as shown in Figs.  4(b)0 40 80 120 160 200
PULSE-HEIGHT CHANNEL

and 4(c)-the former showing that both lines
Fig. 4. Gamma -ray                                                 :

are coincident with a 45-keV gamma ray, thespectra following B
decay to states in latter demonstrating that only the 181-keV
Ga66: (a) singles

gamma ray is in cascade with the 68-keV
spectrurn, (b)

spectrum in coin- transition. These results have led to a new
cidence with a 45-                                               66and unambiguous decay scheme of Ga
keV gamma ray
(not shown), and (c)
spectrum in coin-
cidence with a 68-
keV gamma ray
(not  shown).
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LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS BY THE DOPPLER-SHIFT METHOD

R. E. Segel, R. H. Siemssen, A. E. Blaugrund, S. I.; Baker,
I.

G. C. Morrison, D. Youngblood, and P. P. Singh-  (51312-01)
-

-13
It takes typically about 10 sec for the recoil nucleus

produced in a nuclear reaction to come to rest.  If the nucleus emits a

gamma ray, the energy of the gamma ray is modified according to the
V

Doppler-shift formula E  = E  (1 + -cos e), where E is the energy
Y    Yo     c                  Yo

of a gamma ray emitted when the nucleus is at rest.  Thus, if the direction

of the recoiling nucleus is known, a measurement of the gamma-ray

energy determines the recoil velocity at the time of emission. Since the

initial recoil velocity can be fixed by the.reaction kinematics and since

for most combinations of recoil nucleus and stopping material the rate

of slowing down can be computed, the lifetime of the state can be extracted

from a measurement of the (average) Doppler shift. The method is useful
-12 -14for measuring lifetimes in the range from 10 to 10 sec·if the

resolution of the detector is good enough to measure energy differences
as small as the Doppler shift associated with the typical v/c . 0.5%.

This is possible with the high-quality lithium-drifted germanium [ Ge(Li)]
detectors fabricated by the Argonne Electronics Division. A program of

Doppler-shift measurements with these detectors has disclosed an
41

interesting situation in Ca

In previous work at Argonne, Lee, Schiffer, and Gemmelll
41showed that both the first and third excited states of Ca have spin and

-                                       40parity     and that both are populated strongly in the  Ca    (d, p) reaction.

It thus appears that the expected state in which a p neutron orbits
3/240about a Ca core is, in reality, split into two states. One interesting

I.

Indiana University.

1 L. L. Lee, Jr., J. P. Schiffer, and D. S. Gemmell, Phys. Rev.
Letters 10, 496 (1963).
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2.47 N -0
3/2- r>1.5 *16",es IMI 7.<0.2 Fig. 5. Lowest.lying states of

2.O< d.         9  3/2* Ca41. The lifetimes  of the two
1.9  #/2- r•(1.5£0.2)*16'3sec  MI:20 +  states were measured by the

Doppler-shift method and the
. upper limit to the ground-state
cr!-                                  branch from the upper *- state

was taken from. the work of Lee,
Co,1 -

7/2- Schiffer, and Gemmell.  The
quantity   MI 2 is the partial
gamma-ray width as measured
in single -particle units.

-1.20

Km' 0 -n  '                                                                               '

comparison between these two states involves measuring the lifetimes
-                 41of the electric quadrupole (E2) transitions·to the -  ground state of Ca

41prodwced by the K  (P, n) reaction (Fig. 5).  When the bombarding protons

had 'only slightly more than enough energy to produce the state to be

measured, the neutron could carry off little momentum and the recoils

were confined within a small cone about the direction of the pr6ton beam.

When the recoils were stopped quickly (in a dense material such as gold

or lead), no Doppler shift in the energy of the 1. 95-MeV gamma ray was

observed. About a quarter of the full shift was found when the recoils

went into carbon or KCl; recoil into a vacuum gave the full shift.  The

520-keV gamma ray from the third to the second excited state showed no

Doppler shift for a recoil into KCl. These data, in combination with the

results of Lee et al. , led to the lifetimes and other properties of the
--

levels shown in Fig. 5.

The surprisingly long E2 lifetime of the third excited

state can be explained if we picture both it and the first excited state
40

as consisting of a p neutron orbiting a Ca core which is partially in3/2
its ground state and partially in an excited state.  For the lower state the

amplitudes from the two components add and lead to an enhanced
transition while for the upper state the two amplitudes subtract and
severely inhibit the transition. Thus, while we cannot consider the

41       '  ·  40
low-lying states of Ca    as an inert Ca core plus a single neutron, we
are still able to maintain a reasonably simple picture.                              -
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ll. PAPERS PRESENTED AT MEETINGS
The abstracts and summaries that follow are not necessarily

.

identical to those sub'mitted for the meeting.  In some cases, the authors
have corrected or expanded abstracts; and summaries of contributed
papers commonly have·been shortened.

10th Scintillation and Semiconductor Counter Symposium'

Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D. C., 2-4 March 1966

IMPROVED TIMING WITH NaI(Tl)
Frank J. Lynch

By timing on the earliest component of the anode cutrent

pulse of the photomultiplier, the time resolution obtained with NaI(Tl)
at 300'K can be made somewhat superior to that reported for pure NaI

at 77'K. For example, the time distribution (Fig. 6) for Ce x rays

(35.5 keV) shows a slope corresponding to a half-life T - 0.63 nsec.
1/2 -

This implies that T/R is much smaller than commonly believed, wherd

7 is the mean life of the scintillation and R is the average number of

photoelectrons per event. This small value is not due to a small 7

because no appreciable fast component is obseryed when the shape of

the scintillation is measured by a probability technique. Therefore R.

must be larger than expected; the observed time resolution requires at

least 8 photoelectrons/keV.   This is consistent with. the value 9.5

p. e. /keV inferred from the pulse-height resolution obtained with

artificial light pulses that are equivalent in amplitude to a 662-keV

event in NaI(Tl).  It is also consistent with 9 p. e. /keV obtained by

combining the absolute efficiency of NaI(Tl) measured by Van Sciver
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I      and Bogarti with the quantum
1000                              --

139                                                                  --        Ce
-                            Ee:39- E efficiency that RCA lists for the00 166 keV0
-                                  -

0. 'La,39
-    bi-alkali photocathode.

%
0

0

0                           -T'/2 =  1.44 nsec
|00                    22                                       Z

Na
-                                  -

-   0                       -      i J. B. Birks, Theory and
-                                  -

o                                  Practice of Scintillation Counting               -0                        0

B-                             0                 (Macmillan Co., New York,  1964),Z
J

p. 473.
8                                    00

o0
IOZ-                          •

 0                                              0         -0 --                  0 /T,/2- 0.33 O-4.

I' T/2-0.63 - 0 -
+

*               ••               0

1 1                                 1

0 5.0 10.0 15.0

TIME (nsec)

Fig. 6.  Delayed-coincidence
measurement of the lifetime of
the first excited state of Lai 39.
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Conference on Isobaric Spin iri Nuclear Physics

Tallahassee, Florida, 17-19 March 1966

EXCITATION OF ISOBARIC ANALOGUE LEVELS IN MEDIUM-WEIGHT

NUCLEI BY THE (He3, a) REACTION
T. H. Braid, L. Meyer-SchGtzmeister, and D. D. Borlin

3
The (He ,a) reaction has been used to excite. isobaric

44 .63
analogue states in isotopes from Sc to Ni .  Most data were taken at

3
E(He ) = 13 MeV with a magnetic. spectrograph, but some were taken

with counters at 33 MeV. Most spectra were measured at two angles,
51      56

but for V    and Fe angular distributions were taken from 8' to 570

and fitted by DWBA calculations. The analogue levels were identified
3

by comparison with known (d, He ) spectra after applying a Coulomb

correction (in some cases supplemented by DWBA fits). From even-even

targets one· 17/2 analogue level is seen, inagreement with (p, d) experi-
.45                                           51nients. In Ti this state is at 4.73 MeV excitation. From V and

45
SC , four f levels are observed.  Analogues of s and d     excited

7/2 1/2 3/2.
45states appear in several nuclei.  A Ti state appears.60 keY above the

45
f.7 /2 analogue  of the Sc ground state.    If this is indeed the analogue

45of the d state  at   13  keV  in Sc , it indicates a difference of 47 keV
3/2

in the Coulomb energies of the d and f states. A simple calculation
312 7/2

of the Coulomb energies of particles in a Woods-Saxon potential has been
made on the assumption that the nuclear charge distribution is thap of a

uniformly charged sphere with' a radius r chosen.to agree with theC

observed Coulomb energy for the f7/2 analogue.  The d Coulornb
312

energy is then predicted to:be  120 keV greater  than that 'of the f7 /2
This indicates that the analogue states can show relative energy shifts

of the right order of· magnitude because their different wave functions

are differently affected by the·nuclear charge.
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EVIDENCE FOR AN ISOBARIC ANALOGUE STATE IN Mg25 (7.75 MEV)
D. Dehnhard and J. L. Yntema

26   3     25The Mg  (He ,a)Mg reaction has been studied at an
3                                   25

incident energy of E(He ) = 33.0 MeV.  Only two states in Mg have

been found to be strongly excited, the g. s. (J'Ir .   ) and a state at                             '

E  = 7.75 MeV, where the isobaric analogue state of the g. s. or the
X

25
first excited state (E'  = 0.090 MeV) in Na is expected from the Coulomb

X

energy difference. Angular distributions between 8.   = 16.0' and 500
lab

have been measured. Spectroscopic factors of the two strongly excited

states and ef a few of the weakly excited states were determined by

distorted-wave calculations with the aid of the Oak Ridge DWBA code

TSALLY. An effective binding energy  was  used to calculate the bound -

state wave function of the transferred neutron. The results are compared

with predictions of the rotational model with band mixing.

EXCITATION OF ISOBARIC ANALOGUE STATES BY THE (He3, d)
REACTION ON Ni ISOTOPIC TARGETS

G. C. Morrison and J. P. Schiffer

3
The  18-MeV He    beam of the ANL Tandem Van de Graaff

is being used in conjunction with the broad-range spectregraph,in a
59    61    63

high-resolution study of the energy levels of Cu   , Cu   , Cu , and
65                   3

CU bymeans of the (He ,d) reaction onseparated·Niisotopes. Deuteron

energy spectra obtained at several forward angles sufficed to establish

whether the stripping reactions to particular energy levels were of f=1
o r f=3 nature. The excitation-energy region corresponding to the

expected low-lying analogue states has been studied with particular care.
59In Cu  , where Blair and Armstrongi have identified analogue states,

1 A. G. Blair and D. D. Armstrong, Phys. Letters 16, 57 (1965).                      -
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61
many more strong levels are resolved.  In Cu  , in which the ground-state

analogue is unbound by  i. 68  MeV,   only two levels are weakly excited at

positions approximate .to the expected analogue states.   This is in agree-
63       65

ment  with  Ref.     1.      In Cu and Cu , whose ground-state analogues are.

-                   unbound by 2.51 and 3.12 MeV, respectively, no levels are observed in

the expected region of excitation energy.  .

ISOBARIC ANALOG STATES FROM PROTON SCATTERING ON BARIUM
TARGETS

G. C. Morrison and Z. Vager

The isobaric analogs of some low-lying states in Ba isotopes

have been observed as compound-nucleus resonances in elastic and
134 135 136 137 138

inelastic proton scattering on Ba
,
Ba , Ba , Ba , and Ba

targets. The position of the corresponding resonances in different

isotopes has been observed to vary systematically as a function of energy.

For example, the even-A isotopes show a strong f resonance at about
liz

138
10 MeV.  Only for the Ba target does this correspond to the ground-
state analog. 1   Targets of the odd-A isotopes show composite resonances

at about the same incident energy.  This can be interpreted as a splitting
135 137of the f resonance coupled to the +  ground states of Ba     and Ba

7/2
Such resonances correspond to states at about 4.0 MeV excitation in the

analog nucleus. Elastic and inelastic proton scattering are being further

studied in an attempt to establish the spins of the states within these

composite resonances.

1 p. Von Brentano, N. Marquardt, J.  P. Wurm, and S. A. A. Zaidi,
Phys. Letters 17, 124 (1965).
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*
ISOBARIC -SPIN PURITY IN THE GIANT RESONANCE

R. E. Segel

The term , I giant resonance" in the title refers to the giant

dipole resonance which is the well-known phenomenon that the absorption

of gamma rays by almost any nucleus is dominated by what looks like,

at least in poor resolution, a single resonance several MeV wide.  The

peak of the giant resonance is at about 20 MeV in the light nuclei and its

position moves with increasing atomic number down to about 10 MeV for

the heaviest nuclei.  The main features of the giant resonance can be

explained in terms. of the shell model with the giant resonance representing

transitions of single nucleons  from one major nuclear shell to another.

The energy of the giant resonance is somewhat greater than the spacing
between the nuclear shells, but' this difference has been shown to be due

to the residual interaction between the particle and the hole that it has

vacated.

In this picture the isobaric-spin question stands out clearly,
since either a neutron or a proton-can be excited. If neutrons can be

differentiated from protons, it follows that even for a self-conjugate

nucleus the state formed will be different depending on whether the

particle-hole pair is created by promoting a neutron or a proton.  On the

other hand, if charge symmetry holds, one speaks about exciting a

nucleon; and the two states that are formed. are characterized by the nucleon
'

particle and hole combining in an isobaric-spin-0 or an isobaric-spin-1

state. The question to be considered is then which of the two descriptions

(neutron excitation and proton excitation or different isobaric spins) best
describes the states of the giant resonance. Actually, it is to be expected

that to some approximation isobaric spin will be a good quantum number.
The approach therefore is to describe the giant resonance in terms of pure

*
Invited paper.
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Fig. 7. The giant resonance in -l i l l i 1

1

ci 2 as observed in different
reactions. The curves are        -                          (12
arbitrarily displaced in the
vertical direction.   The (p, yo )
curve is from R. G Allas,.
S. S. Hanna, L. Meyer- P,78

Sch{itzmeister, and R. E. Segel  z
3

-1 XY.p -
[Nucl. Phys. 58, 122(1964)], --  1    1                                 .     -(y, p) from W. R. Dodge and

-              /              ......\......4$'.      EW. C. Barber [Phys. Rev. 127,  -  /  ''1746 (1962)], (y,no)from. F. W.   _  / /'
-

Firk, K. H. Lokan, and E. M. \T,PIn

Bowey [ Proceedings of the 1/1,11  I l l     I
20      22      24      26      28      30International Conference on

Ex(MeV)Direct Interactions and Nuclear
Reaction Mechanisms, Padua (Gordon and Breach, New York, 1963),
p.  804], and (y, p+n) is obtained by summing (with equal weights) the
(p, yo ) and the (Y, ao ) curves. The dotted line is a Lorentzian that is
included for comparison.

isobaric -spin states  and then  see how much,  if any, modification is

required by the experimental data. The present work constitutes a brief

review of the situation in this light.

The most direct thing that can be done along these lines is
to compare the giant resonance in a self-conjugate nucleus as observed

with neutrons  with that observed with protons. However, the situation is

not really as straightforward as it sounds, as can be seen by Fig'. 7
12

which shows the giant resonance in C for various channels. Here

good-resolution data demonstrate that the giant resonance is not really a

single resonance but rather has a.good deal of structure. Actually, ·
12

because C is such a light nucleus, the structure here is much less than

is seen in other cases; in heavier nuclei there is much more dramatic

and violent structure. The structure arises because. a good number of

levels contribute to the giant resonance and the interference between  r

these levels can be shown to be mainly.responsible for the .structure.·

These interferences are very sensitive to the detailed properties' of the

various levels so that even slight differences between neutrons and
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Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of the
decay of the giant-resonance I  . ...t
state of a self -conjugate nucleus.
He r e   a  i s the amplitude   of  the1                                                                                                                                         -Tal/2, Tz.1/2                T•1/2, Tz=-1/2 T=0 component in the predom-

BARKER   and   MANN :   - S
1-!.=212 inantly T=l giant resonance.
(1+a) The formula of Barker and Mann

is  from Ref.   1.

protons could make very significant differences in the fine structure.

Therefore, the interest is not in the fine structure but rather in the giant

resonance as a whole, and the isobaric-spin purity can be determined

from the degree to which the properties of the giant resonance depend on

whether the giant resonance is observed with neutrons  or with protons.

In a self-conjugate nucleus there is the added simplicity

that E l transitions can take place only between states differing by one
unit of isobaric spin and, since the ground state is almost invariably

T = 0, it follows that the giant resonance will be T = 1. Barker and

Manni have shown how the ratio of the emission rates for neutrons and

protons is related to the isobaric-spin impurity (Fig. 8). The point here

is  that the amplitudes for neutron or proton  emis sion from the  two

different isobaric-spin parts of a state are coherent; and Barker and

Mann have shown that if for the giant-resonance state the interference

is constructive for neutrons it will be destructive for protons and vice
versa. This situation comes about because of a change in sign of a
Clebsch-Gordan coefficient.  The T=0 impurity can be obtained directly
from the observed ratio of proton to neutron emission by use of the

formula of Barker  and  Mann;  and  it is clear  from the formula  that  thi s

ratio is very sensitive to small impurities.

A number of proton-to-neutron ratios have been measured

for self-conjugate nuclei, and the results are summarized in Table I.

The ratio of proton emission to neutron emission increases with
40

increasing atomic number, reaching the value of about 5 for Ca

1 F. C.  Barker and A. K.  Mann, Phil.  Mag. 2,5 (1957).
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TABLE.I. Integrated (y, p) and (y,n) cross sections inunits of·
the electric dipole sum (2·rra eari/Mc)(NZ/A) for a number of the lighter  
nuclei.  Most of the nuclei are self-conjugate although a few non-self-
conjugate nuclei are included for comparison. The ·intensity az  of the
T=0 impurity in the giant resonance in the self-conjugate nuclei is obtained
from the formula (Ref.  1)  „f,(y, n)dE/ ,(y,P)dE = (1  + a)2/(1  - a)2.

-30
Dipole sum =  f.  .edE     (y, p)              2

Nucleus T
(y, n) (Y, P)

(y, n) -     a     Reference

12
C         0 0.22 0.28 1.27 0.0038 a,b
16                                :·O '0 0.22 0.23 1.05 0.00012 a,c,d
20

Ne            0 0.17 0.22 1.29 0.0041 a,e
24

Mg                   0 0.2 5 0.50 2.00 0.029 fig,h
28

Si           0 0.16 0.64 4.00 0.11 h, i,j
31P 1/2 0.27 0.75 2.76 g,j
32

S          0 0.17 0.72 4.31 0.12 g, h
  ·  '40Ar       2 0.40 0.17 0.42 e,k

40
Ca                    0 0.1 4 0.73 5.21 0.15 g'j

44
Ca           2                    0.19                                       k
51             . ·V 5/2 0.60                                   f

a
W. R. Dodge and W. C. Barber, Phys. Rev. 127, 1746 (1962).

b
K. Min and W. D. Whitehead, Phys. Rev. B137, 301 (1965).

C
H. Fuchs and C. Salander, Contributions to the Karlsruhe Conference,

1960 (Erstes Physikalisches Institut der Universitiit Heidelberg, Heidelberg,
19·61), p. All.

d
J. T. Caldwell, R. L. Bramblett, B. L. Berman, R. R. Harvey, and

S. C. Fultz, Phys. Rev. Letters 15, 976 (1965).
e
G.   A.   Ferguson, J. Halpern, R. Nathans,   and  P. F. Yergen,   Phys.

Rev. 95, 776 (1954).
f
Reference 1.

 B. S. Ishkanov, I. M. Kapitonov, V. G. Shevchenko, and B. A. Yur'ev,
Phys. Letters 9, 162 (1964).

h
S. A. E. Johanssen, Phys. Rev. 97, 1186 (1955).

(Cont'd. )
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i

J.   T.   Caldwell,   R. R. Harvey,   R. L. Bramblett,   and S. C. Fultz,
Phys. Letters 6, 213 (1963).

j
L. N. Bolen and W.·D. Whitehead, Phys. Rev. 132, 2251 (1963).
k
H. G. Dosch, K. H. Lindenberger, and P. Brix, Nucl. Phys. 18,

615 (1960).
.,

f S. C. Fultz, R. L. Bramblett, J. T. Caldwell, N. E. Hansen, and
C. P. Jupiter, Phys. Rev. 128, 2345 (1962).

2
From these data it can be seen that the intensity a  of the T=0 impurity

40is very small for the lightest nuclei and rises to about 15% for Ca   .  It
40would be desirable to go higher, but Ca   is the heaviest stable self-

conjugate nucleus: Some non-stlf-conjugate nuclei are included in
Table I, and for these the ratio of proton emission to neutron emission

is much less. This difference demonstrate·s that the special coherence
present in self-conjugate nuclei is indeed effective in enhancing the effect

of the isobaric -spin impurity.    The fact that the ratio tends to drop below

unity for the non-self-conjugate nuclei is probably attributable to the fact

that such nuclei have an excess of neutrons, and these valence neutrons

can come off quite easily.
The behavior of the self-conjugate nuclei demonstrates the

importance of the neutron excess in establishing the isobaric-spin purity
of states in the heavier nuclei.  The rise of the impurity with atomic number

40
up to Ca implies that for much heavier self-conjugate nuclei the isobaric
spin for highly excited states would be a poor quantum number indeed.
It is thus corroboratedz that the rather strict obedience to isobaric-spin
selection rules by states of heavier (but high-T) nuclei is connected with
the neutron excess in these nuclei.

In the non-self-conjugate nuclei the giant resonance is
expected to consist of two isobaric -spin states. The giant resonance has

2 A., M. Lane and J. M. Soper, Nucl. Phys. 37, 663.(1962).
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Fig. 9. Energy-level diagram for
the:C13(Yin) reaction. The  ,
quantities in parentheses are T, 1   -,1,1/1:,Glt,20.06

. for the Nl 3.(y, p)  reaction. The (17.05)
llllllltwo levels shown in the (Cl: 2

+ nucleon) system represent
the  system  with  Cl 2   in  its  .low -
est T=0 and lowest T-1 state,
respectively. 4.95 T,0

(1·94) C'2+ n
 C'2    

T=1/2
C'3(N'3)

a  great deal of structure bf which only a small part ·can be attributed to

isobaric-spin splitting. Therefore, the relevant questionis how well

the  giant resonance can be described as consisting of two different groups

of states, each group having a well-defined isobaric spin.  Some

experimental evidence exists on this point.  The case that has been the

most studied is the mass-13 giant resonance. Figure 9 is a schematic
13      13

level diagram.  Both C and N have isobaric spin 1/2 andtherefoie

the giant'resonance will have isobaric-spin- 1/2 and isobaric-spin-3/2
13components.  The T=1/2 components of the C giant resonance can

12decay to either T=0 or T=1 states of C   , but the decay of the T=3/2
12

components to the T=0 states of C is isospin forbidden. The ground
12state of C   is, of course, T = 0. Therefore, if we try to make the giant

12
resonance in the mass-13 nuclei by bombarding C with a nucleon, we

should form only T=1/2 components.

Figure 10 shows sorrie of the data for the (y, n) reaction
13

in C . This  includes all of the neutrons -those reaching the higher

(T=1) states as well as those reaching the lower (T=0) states. The yield
12

curve for the C   (p, y) reaction, which goes through the giant resonance
13

in N  , is also shown.  It can be seen that some, but not all, of the
13                    12

structure in C  (y, n) is present in C  (p,y).  The two lower peaks of
13                           12

C  (y,n) are very prominent'i'n C (p,y), but the big peak at about 26 MeV
13                           12in C  (Y, n) is 'entirely missing in C (p, y). The giant resonance,
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8           1 13    ' 1

Fig.  10. Two different reactions through theE       C (Y, n)-

Z 10
N'3(Y, Po  _

mass-13 giant'-resonance.  The (13 (Y,n)
9                                   curve is from the work'of B. C. Cook[Phys.
                                Rev. 106, 300 (1957)] while the N13(y, po)
M  5-                  -       -        curve was computed· by Measday, Clegg,  and

Fisher (Ref.  3) from the Cl 2 (P, Y) data of,A2        *-' C- P. S. Fisher, D. F. Measday, F. A.
0 0    1   1 --A-

0 10 20 30 40 Nikolaev, A. Kalmykov, and A. B. Clegg
C13 or N'3 EXCITATION [Nucl. Phys. 45, 113 (1963)].

ENERGY(MeV)

,llllll, T+I

T+1/2 Fig. 11. Energy-level diagram,///////.T(N-2,2)8 illustrating the various isobaric-
(N-1,2-1)

spin states that play a role in
T- 1/2 T + 1/2

(N-1.2) (N, 2-1) the decay of the giant resonance
of a nucleus with a significant

IN,2) T.'2 neutron excess.

therefore, seems to divide into states having one or the other of the two

isobaric spins with the lower energy states usually having isobaric spin

1 /2 and the higher states having isobaric spin 3/2. A complete shell-

model analysis of these data has been made by Measday, Clegg, and

Fisher,3 who have shown that while a fairly good description is possible
in terms of pure isobaric-spin states, some small amount of mixing is
necessary in order to quantitatively fit the data. The similar energy.-

level diagram for heavier nuclei is shown schematically in Fig.  11.  In
a heavy nucleus there is an excess of neutrons, and the ground-state

isobaric spin is just equal to half the number of excess neutrons.  The

isobaric-spin splitting is roughly proportional to (2T + 1); where the

neutron excess is great enough, the two groups of states with different

isobaric spin will be well separated. The lower state can decay by
either neutron or proton emission to the low-lying states in the

respective daughter nucleus, while the upper state can only decay by
proton emission to low-lying states.· If isobaric spin is conserved,

3 D.  F... Measday, A. B. Clegg, and P. S. Fisher,  Nucl.  Phys. 61,
269 (1965).
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Fig. 12.  The (y, n) and (Y,p) 100  1,1,1 1 1 1,1,1 1'1 1 1
reactions on Cu65 (T =3). The   ZE                                    Cu65(y, n)Cu64
(y, a) curve is from S.  C. 75- -  ---Cues(y, p)2,164 -
Fultz, R. L. Bramblett·, J. T. Z0
Caldwell, and R. R. Harvey 5 50-                      -
[.Phys. Rev. 133, 81149 (1964)]  .M
and the (Y'.P) curve from N. V. w  25- / --

M          '// 1 -\.\Lin'kova, R. M. Osvkina, B.    0k        77" .3.'-I
S.  Ratner,  R.  Sh.  Arnerov,  and    0   0   ' ,  , 1-1;-,  ,  ,  1,  I-•-,  ,  1
V. V. Akindinov [Soviet Phys. -

10            15 20 25

Cu68 EXCITATION  ENERGY (MeV)

JETP 11, 566 (1960)].

neutron emission must be to a state with higher isobaric spin (and
therefore higher energy) in the daughter nucleus.  In a heavy enough

nucleus, the states with higher isobaric spin are unbound and con-

sequently decays through them can be distinguished in an activation

measurement. In brief, then, isobaric-spin conservation allows both

isobaric-spin components of the giant resonance to contribute to the (Y, P)

reaction, but only the T component can contribute to the  (y, n)lower
reaction.

Unfortunately, there is a complication:  by the time the

nucleus is heavy enough for Fig.  11 to hold, the Coulomb barrier

against the outgoing protons has become great enough to inhibit proton

emission from the component having the lower isobaric spin. Therefore,

4          one expects the states of lower isotopic spin to emit mainly neutrons and

the states of higher isotopic spin to emit mainly protons.  The most .

significant point is the predicted absence of neutron emission from the

higher state.   One of the few such cases that have been studie,d experi-
65

mentally is the giant resonance (Fig.  12) in Cu   .  It can be seen that

the neutrons do indeed peak at a lower excitation·energy than the .protons.

The absence of strong proton emission at the neutron peak can, to a great

degree, be ascribed to the Coulomb barrier. More importantly, there

does not seem to be much neutron emission at the proton peak although

there is an indication of a small anomaly. The conclusion from the

non-self-conjugate.nuclei, then, is that the giant resonance can be
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1

111111 TRI///////./ Fig. 13. Energy level diagram
frornthe Si28(Y,po) and (y,ao)

1 11.58 reactions. through the Siz 8
9.99 A 127 + p

giant
M924 + a resonance. The numbers under1/2 1/2
00 the various reaction products

refer to their isobaric spins.

T=0
28

Si
14  14

described as being split into two groups of states with different isobaric

spind, but some mixing is required. However, it is difficult to extract

quantitative information.

In addition to the forbidden neutron transition from the

component with higher isobaric 'spin in the non-self-conjugate nuclei,

there are other T -forbidden transitiond from the giant resonance which
can be examined. In particular, th6 question of a emission from the

giant resonance in self-conjugate nuclei has been investigated, the most
28thoroughly studied case being Si whose energy-level diagram is shown

28
in Fig. 13.  The Si nucleus is self-conjugate:  it has 14 neutrons and

14 protons, and therefore its ground-state isobaric spin is 0. The giant
28resonance therefore has isobaric spin 1.  It is possible for the Si giant

24 24resonance to decay into Mg plus an a particle; but since bdth Mg   and

the a particle are T = 0, this decay is isobaric-spin forbidden.  El
-                .28radiation to the Si ground state has been found in the radiative capture

24of a particles by Mg  .  This in itself is a violation of isobaric-spin
conservation.

Of course, radiative capture is not identical to the entire

(y, a) reaction; inradiative capture, only the atransition tothe ground
state participates. However, proton-capture studies both on this nucleus

and on a nuinber of other nuclei have shown that all of the main features

of the giant resonance can be observed in the inverse reaction.  The
24                             -

yield curve obtained from the (a, yo) reaction on Mg is shown in Fig.  14,
27

along with the yield curve for the (p, yo ) reaction on Al    . The actual
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quantities plotted are the cross
1 1 1,1,

sections for the (y, po ) and (y,ao ) 25.0-                                                                                                                               -
Si"(r.po)Al"

reactions, which can be computed 200-

  oc .   tnh 'ryaduisa iv  -::11'
cross 150-

- Mvvt V..IT. 5,0 -balancing.  Irrelevant phase-        5

space factors are eliminated in     O   - -0 '¥-r  ,
1 111

.

: 60- Si"(,7.:)Mr

this way, and the two reactions
:
O 50-

can be compared directly.  The       5
4.0-

-i„.i., th. I„. „„3...ce in
3.0 -

28
2.0-

Si   .  In this case it can be seen

that the giant resonance as
0£.O

-'
16.0 18.0 20.0 22.0 24.0

28.

observed in the (y, ao ) reaction Si  (MeV)

is somewhat distorted but never- Fig. 14. Yield curves for th-e
Siz 8 (y, po ) and Si2 8 (Y, ao ) reac-theless the main fEatures are tions in the giant-resonance

there. Angular-distribution region.  The (y,po ) curve is
computed from the A12 7 (P, yo)measurements have verified that data of Singh et al. (Ref. 6);

--

the alpha-capture radiation is the (y, ao ) data are from
Meyer-Schiltzmeister, Vager,rnainly electric dipole. 4 Although
and Segel (Ref. 4).

the two yield curves are similar
in that they both ihow the over-all giant-resonance shape, they differ in
two very important ways. First, the cross section for the (y, ao ) reaction

is  smaller by about a factor. of 10. Second, there are differences in the
character of the structure in the two reactions. The structure in the

(Y, po )  reaction can be described as fluctuations about the giant resonance

envelope. There is also indication of an interme,diate structure which
for present purposes need not be considered. The fluctuations in the

(y, ao ) yield curve are relatively much greater; the yield curve can be

4 L. Meyer-Schiltzmeister, Z. Vager, and R. E. Segel, Bull. Am.
Phys. Soc.  10, 463 (1965) and to be published.
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2.0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1-
Fig. 15. Yield curve for Si30(9 '.ao).

i
Is_ St'F.%'             -      It was obtained from the

Mgz6 (a, y) data of Z. Vager, L.
5 :.0-          ·-      Meyer-Schiltzmeister, R. E.W
U 

0.5-                                                 _        ·Segel,  and P. P. Singh [ Bull.
g                                        Am. Phys. Soc. 10,1084 (1965)

(:4.0
'l l l . -A,/Tri-Lp.'

160 180 20.0 220 and to be published] .
EXCITATION ENERGY (MeV)

described as fluctuations contained within the giant-resonance envelope;

i. e., there does not appear to be a broad component under the fine

structure. A statistical analysis along the lines laid down by Ericsons

has  shown6  that most of the yield from the (y, po) reaction is due to the

broad state, with the fine structure accounting for onl  a few percent of

the cross section. The fluctuations in the yield curve are mainly the

result of the interference between the fine structure and the broad giant-

resonance'envelope; the intensity of the fine-structure component is only

a few percent.   For the (y, a, ) data,  on the other hand, the analysis

indicates that the broad component is by and large suppressed, and that

most of the intensity is in the fine structure.  It thus appears that the

isobaric -spin impurity gets into the giant resonance mainly through the

fine structure; the broad state, which contains rriost of the giant-resonance

strength, is quite well suppressed in the isobaric-spin-forbidden reaction.

In fact, when one goes through the numbers it is questionable whether the

fine structure is of well-defined isobaric spin at all because the cross

section for the fine-structure component in the (y,po ) reaction is about

the same as in the (y, ao).
An added piece of evidence supporting this point of view is

30
shown in Fig. 15 which shows the Si (y, ao ) yield curve. Again, these

are from (a,y) data that have been converted by detailed balancing.  The
30

Si   nucleus is not self-conjugate; it has two more neutrons than protons.

ST. Ericson, Ann. Phys. (N.Y.)23, 390(1963).

6 P.  P.  Singh,  R. E. Segel, L. Meyer-Schiitzmeister, S. S. Hanna,
and R. G. Allas, Nucl. Phys. 65, 577 (1965).
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30
The Si ground state therefore has isobaric·'spin 1 and the giant resonance

can be expected to have isobaric-spiri-1 and isobaric-spin-2 components,
26

with both making a major contribution. Since Mg   ·also has isobaric
26                                                 .30

spin  1, Md + a can form the isobaric-spin-1 component of the Si giant

resonance. However, it can be seen from Figs.  14 and 15 that the

integrated cross section·is no greater for the isobaric-spin-allowed
30                                                   28Si    (y, a, )  reaction than· it is for the isobaric-spin-forbidden Si    (y, a, )

30
reaction.   In fact, the cross section is somewhat lower for the Si    (y, ao )

reaction. Both reactions appear to proceed mainly through the fine

structure, and this fine structure appears to be ineffective in inhibiting

an isobaric-spin-forbidden formation of the giant resonance.

In summary, it appears that the giant resonance can, to a

first approximation, be described as one or two states with well-defined
40

isobaric spin.  Most of the data are for nuclei up to about Ca   , and in

this region there is very definite evidence that isobaric -spin impurities

are present. The ratio of proton emission to neutron emission indicates

the presence of an isobaric-spin impurity in the giant resonance of the

self-conjugate nuclei and that it rises with atomic number and reaches
40

a value of about 15% at Ca   , the highest stable self-conjugate nucleus.

The radiative-capture work helps to better pinpoint how the isobaric-spin
impurity enters the giant resonance. The picture that ennerges7 from
these studies is that most of the radiation is from a single (in a self-conjugate

nucleus) broad state which can be called the giant-resonance state.  This

state is well described by the particle -hole model and has a well-defined

isobaric spin. However, this is not the whole story. The rather simple

giant-resonance state interacts with the rest of the nucleus, and to some

degree the giant-resonance configuration gets spread amohg the many

complicated (and therefore long-lived) states that represent the actual

compound nucleus at high excitation energies.  The fine structure that

7 R. G. Allas, S. S. Hanna, L. Meyer-Schutzmeister, R. E. Segel,
P. P. Singh, and Z. Vager, Phys. Rev. Letters 13, 628 (1964).
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results from this mixing does not seem to have a pure isobaric spin and
it is through this fine structure that the isobaric-spin impurity in the giant

resonance appears  to come about.

The author acknowledges with pleasure the many fruitful

discussions with his colleagues L. Meyer-Schiltzmeister and Z. Vager.                   -

DISCREPANCIES IN PROTON-TRANSFER REACTIONS TO STATES WITH
DIFFERENT ISOBARIC SPIN

*
R. H. Siemssen, G. C. Morrison, B. Ze.idman, and H. Fuchs

3
Relative spectroscopic factors from the  (He  , d) reaction

are compared with those from the (d, n) reaction leading to the low T=0
10   14        26states and first T=1 states in the odd-odd nuclei B , N  , and Al

It is widely accepted that the (He3, d) and the (d, n) reactions are analogous

processes involving proton.transfer and that they should therefore yield
the same spectroscopic factors. In contrast, in each case studied, the
relative spectroscopic factor for the T=1 state deduced from the (d, n)

3reaction is less than the.spectroscopic factor from the (He ,d) reaction,

the spectroscopic factors for the T=0 states being normalized to each

other for the two rea'ctions. This difference is independent of the incident
10

energy.  It is found to be largest for B   , for which it is approximately

a factor of 3. Possible explanations are discussed but none of the proposed
reasons appear to be tenable.

I.
'll

Hahn Meitner Institut, Berlin, Germany.
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ISOTOPIC SPIN EFFECTS IN Bl o +P
P.  P.  Singh,  R. E. Segel,  S. S. Hanna,  and M. A. Grace

10
In the bombardment of B by protons with energies up to

12 MeV, the cross sectioh.for populating exit channels in which one of
-               the particles is ina'T=1 state [i. e., a final state in which the two

particles have isotopic spins (1,*)] has been found toaverage nearly

an order of magnitude ·less than for populating the other [ i. e.,  (0, * )]
channels. This difference  can be explained partially by the i-sotopic -spin

Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, and, since the T=1 states tend to be at

higher energy, partially by the trend of the cross section to decrease

with decreasing Q. However, these two effects do not completely account

for the isospin dependence. This dependence can be explained if clusters
10play an important role in the makeup of B Since the clusters would be

in their lowest energy, and therefore T = 0, state.   The data indicate

that there is a broad, complex resonance that dominates the feeding of

the (0, *) states and it is proposed that this is a resonance in the system

a+a+d+ p.

..                                                                                                                         -
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26th Annual Conference on Physical Electronics

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 21-23 March 1966

SECONDARY ELECTRON EMISSION FROM ALUMINUM AND COPPER
MONOCRYSTALS UNDER HIGH-ENERGY ION IMPACT

M.  Kaminsky and P. Eastman

The yield y of secondary electrons has been measured
from atomically clean surfaces cut along the  (11 i) plane of aluminum and

+
copper·monocrystals bombarded by 0.2-1.0-MeV mass-analyzed H ,

H2  , and D  ion beams at normal incidence.  In this energy region

(Rutherford collision region) there is a complete lack of such data for

clean metal surfaces and in particular for clean surfaces of metal mono-

crystals. The present experiments provide a test of two theoretical

modelsl ,2 proposed for the Rutherford collision region.
The experimental arrangement was similar to the one

reported earlier3.with certain improvements added. The collector was

placed inside a metal shield to prevent stray electrons from reaching

, its outer surface; the shield current amounted to less than 0.3% of the

collector current.  With an improved vacuum system it was possible

to obtain pressures between 6 X 10-  mm Hg and i X 10-8 mm Hg.in the

target chamber during a run.  At this background pressure and with an
2

incident beam intensity of the order of 1 mA/cm , the continuous sputtering
of the surface layers guarantees a clean metal surface.

For the incident H , H2  , and D  ions, the yield decreases
with increasing energy over the investigated energy region.for the
different target materials; e. g., for a clean Cu (111) plane under proton

1 E. I. Sternglass, Phys. Rev.  108, 1 (1957).

2 S. N. Ghosh and S. P. Khare, Phys. Rev. 125, 1254 (1962); ibid: 129,
1638 (1963).

3 M.  Kaminsky and G. Goodwin, Proceedings of the 25th Annual Con-
ference on Physical Electronics, MIT, 1965, p. 212.
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bombardment, y decreased from 0.63. i 0...02 electrons/ion at 200 keV

to,0.28 + 0.02·at 1 MeV. This observation indicates a close relationship

between tke production of secondary electrons and the cross sectiori·· ginf:

for ionizing:the nf shell of the lattice atom by ion impact. The primary

reason for the observed decrease of y with increasing ion energy is that,

ad predicted by Mott and Massey,4 there is a corresponding decrease in
nf

the cross section g. . The observed behavior of y(E) rules· out any
1

mechanism invoking thermionic emissions under high-energy ion
bombardment.

For the different ions, the yields decreas6 in the order

9(Hz) >Y(D) >y(H); e.g., at 500 keV, 9(Hz) = 1.12 3: 0.02, 9(D) = 0.67
i 0.02, and YCH) 20.45 + 0.02.· We observe that y(H2) = Zy(H) for equal

ion' velocities. This implies that the molecular ion dissociates at impact

into atoms with equal velocities and that these atoms subsequently produce
+

the secondaries.  As was recently observed6 by D bombardment, the
yield y·for H  and Hz  bombardm,ent depends slightly on the target material,
being greater in Al than in Cu.

It appears that a gas coverage on our metal surfaces tended

to reduce the influence of the target material on the actual yield and
increased the yield value. This behavior explains in part why other

authors, who studied y with gas -covered polycrystalline metal surfaces,
did not observe any dependence on target material and obtained values

2-5 times our values for clean monocrystalline surfaces.

4 N. F. Mott and H. S. W. Massey, Theory of Atomic Collisions
(Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1949), -Chaps. IX and XI.

5 R· M. Silitto, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) 60, 453 (1958). References
to similar models proposed by other authors are given. in this' article.

6 M· Kaminsky, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 10, 1105 (1965).

1,              •
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In this connection, it should be noted that Ghosh and  ,
Kharez calculated their yield values by adjusting one parameter in their

expression for Y to ·fit the experimental data obtained for gas-c6vered

surfaces.  Ih this way they obtained Y values which are of course higher
)

than those reported here for clean surfaces.  For the same type of

incident ion Sternglass,7 who neglected the dependence of y on the material
and on the crystallographic orientation of the target, predicted yield

values that are 4-5 times those obtained in our experiments. It should
be pointed out that the model of Sternglass still appears to be sound in
its basic concepts. However, at the time, Sternglass was forced to base

his derivation of the yield expression on rather crude approximations

and on estimates that were derived from less reliable data. The necessary
revisions of the existing theoretical treatmentsl ,2 for secondary emission
will be discussed in more detail in a forthcoming paper. 8

7 Reference 1, Eq. (22) and the subsequent discussion on p. 6.

8 A full-length paper has been prepared for submission to'the Physical
Review.

POSITIVE-ION EMISSION FROM METAL MONOCRYSTALS UNDER
HIGH-ENERGY DEUTERON BOMBARDMENT

M.   Kaminsky  and K. Swens on

When a metal surface is bombarded by ions, a certain

fraction Sso of the target particles may leave the surface as neutrals and
another fraction Ss  as ions, some of them being in their ground state

and others in an excited state. The sputtered particles may appear as
both atomic and molecular species. Furthermore, a certain fraction SR
of the incident ion beam may be backscattered. The present experiment
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was an attempt to determine not only the total secondary-ion yield

Si = Sst + SR and the total sputtering yield S = Ss+ + S but   al s o
SO ,

(independently) the yields Ss, and SR-by a new experimental procedure.

Atomically cl'ean surfaces of the (1 1 i) plane of aluminum, copper,  and                -
- silver monocrystals were bombarded by 0.4-1.6-MeV mass-analyzed

+
D  beams at normal incidence. . Values for S. and S were also measured

1

at an angle of incidence of 45'.  For this energy region, in which the

collisions between the incident ion and the lattice atom can be treated

in terms of the Coulomb repulsion between the nuclei (Rutherford

collisions), there has been a complete lack of such 4ata for atomically

clean surfaces of metal monocrystals.

The 2-MeV Van de Graaff and.the associated beam-handling
systeml ,2 produced mass -analyzed primary ions  over the energy range

from 0.4-1.6 MeV. The total secondary ion yield S. was measured with
1·

the grid and collector system described in Ref. 2. The total sputtering

yield S was measured by depositing the sputtered particles on a Suprasil-

quartz collector surrounding the target as described earlier, 3  and
subsequently detecting them by autoradiography and optical transmission.

To obtain an·independent determination· of the yield Sso of neutral

sputtered particles, a deflecting electrode was placed' inside the quartz

collector and given a bias of -600 V with respect to the target in order

to allow the deflection of positively charged particles. From these

measurements of S and Sso '   i t was possible to determine Ss+ =S
-

Ssol
Once S   and S. are known, it becomes possible to determine the yield

S         .1

1 M. .Kaminsky and G. Goodwin, Proceedings of the 25th Annual
Conference on Physical Electronics, MIT, April 1965, p. 212.

2 M.  Kaminsky and P. Eastman, Proceedings of the 26th Annual
Conference on Physical Electronics, MIT, 1966.

3 M. Kaminsky, Phys. Rev. 126, 1267 ( 1962).
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Fig.  16. The yields of ions leaving the (111) planes of aluminum, copper,
and silver monocrystals under deuteron bombardment at normal
incidence:  (a) the total yield Si of secondary ions, (b) the yield Ss+
of sputtered ions.

of backscattered primary ions S_ = S. - Ss+. A portable mass spec-
R 1

trometer4 was used to determine the species of charged and uncharged

sputtered particles.  With a differential pumping system described
-9                     -8elsewhere,2 pressures between 6 X 10 mm Hg and  1.2 X 1 0 mm Hg

in the target chamber could readily be obtained during a run.  At this

background pressure and with an incident beam intensity of the order of
2

1 mA/cm , the continuous sputtering of the surface layers guarantees a

clean metal surface. (The sputtering ratio S varies between approximately
-2       -3

10         and 10 atoms/ion for the energy region considered. )
The data for the total secondary ion yield Si obtained for

+
D    bombardment  of the clean (111) planes of aluminum, copper,  and

silver monocrystals at normal incidence are plotted as functions of the

deuteron energy E in Fig. 16(a). The measurements could be reproduced

for the Cu and Ag crystals within 2%, and for the Al crystals within 4%;

it appears that the data contain no systematic error greater than this.

4 M· Kaminsky, Advances in Mass Spectrometry 3, 69(1966).
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The curves Si(E) reveal a distinct dependence on the target material; the

values decrease in the order Si (Ag) > Si (Cu) > Si (Al), a behavior which
differs from recent obs ervationss made at lower ion energies (hard-
sphere collision region) with polycrystalline samples.  Over the investi-

gated energy region, the yield S. decreases with increasing deuteron
1

energy at normal incidence. Independent measurements of the total

sputtering yield S and the yield Sso of neutral sputtered particles with the

deposition technique3 permit the determination of the sputtered-ion yield

Sst. The observed decrease of the yield Ss+(E) with increasing energy

[Fig. 16(b)] results primarily from a corresponding decrease of the

cross section ed for the displacement of a lattice particle by ion impact

in the energy region considered.3
A comparison of the values S. and Ss  in Fig. 16 indicates

1

that the sputtered particles contribute the major fraction of the value of
S.. From these values of S.  and Ss+'  it now becomes possible to determine
1                                              1

the yield SR of scattered primary particles, since SR = Si - Ss+.  The
observed decrease of SR with increasing deuteron energy for the three

target materials studied (Fig. 17) is in qualitative agreement with

5 H. Beske, Z. Naturforsch. 19a, 1627 (1964).
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theoretical predictions made by von Roos.6 It sheuld be mentioned that

even at lower incident-ion energies (energy range  1 -40 keV) other

authors7,8 studying polycrystalline targets also observed a decrease in
I.

the effective backsputtering yieldg  S   (E) with increasing E (e. g. , for

proton bombardment of a polycrystalline Zr surface, Panin8 -observed

that 3%> S * > 1.5% for 6 keV <E<35 keV).
The observed dependence of SR on the target material

qualitatively seems to follow Brunn6e's relationlo SR oc 1 - m/M for m < M.
Here it is assumed that the scattering process censists in a single

collision between the incident ion ef mass m and a target atom of mass AM.

Figure 17 also illustrates another interesting result

regarding the dependence of the ratio R =
Ss+/Sso  on the deuteron energy.

Although, the quantities S, Ss+' and Sso decrease with increasing deuteron

energy E in agreement.with theoretical expectations (as discussed in

detail in Refs. 3 and 4), the ratio R =
Ss+/Sso increases with increasing

energy as illustrated in Fig.  17.  For the different target materials the

value of R decreases in the order R [Al (111)] >R[C u (111)] >R [Ag (111)].
It is of interest to note·that these ratios are nearly two orders of magnitude
larger than those estimated by other authors11,12  for lew-energy
sputtering. These observations appear to confirm our recently suggested

rriode14 in which the emission of charged target particles is attributed to

60. von Roos, Z. Physik 147, 184(1957).

7 Ya· M. Fogel, R. P. Slabospitskii, and.A. B. Rastrepin, Soviet Phys. -
Techn. Phys. b 58 (1960).

88. V. Pa:nin-, Soviet Phys. -JETP 14, 1 (1962).

I.9 The quantity SR" is uncorrected for tertiary currents.

10 C· Brunn6e, Z. Physik 147, 161 (1957).

11 R. E. Honig, J. Appl. Phys. 29, 549 (1958).

12 H. Stanton, J. Appl. Phys. 31, 678 (1960).
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charge-changing collisions between energetic r:ecoil.atoms and the

quasi-stationary lattice atoms. An energetic recoil atom will lose all

the electrons whose orbital velocities are less than.its translation

velocity through the solid medium.   In the Rutherford collision· region,
- therefore, increasing the deuteron energy E increases the fraction of

the recoil .particles that are energetic enough.for the electron-stripping

process and,leads to the obserVed..increase in the value ef R.

Our mass spectrometric data4  on the species· of charged

sputtered particles appear to confirm this interpretation. We observed
+the singly-charged target ion X as the predominant species; but it higher

++energies the appearance of doubly-charged target atoms X was observed.
++   +The relative yield X   /(X  at 100 keV) was found to increase slightly With

increasing deuteren energy. This result· could be expected from our

model since an increasing fraction of the singly-charged target particles

will become energetic enough for the,stripping of a second electron.

Therefore, our observations of charged sputtered particles can be

reasonably well explained by our charge-changing-collision model, but

not by the surface-ionization process considered by other authors. 1 3,14
Our large observed values of R (of the.order of 50-80%) could be

calculated from the Saha-Langmuir equation  only  on the unlikely as sumption
4oof surface temperatures of 5-8 X 10   K.

13 V. I. Veksler, M. B. Benyaminovich, Zhur. Tekh. Fiz. 26, 1671
(1956).

14 R. C. Bradley, E. Ruedl, J. Appl. Phys. 33, 880 (1962).
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Conference on Neutron Cross-Section Technology

Washington, D. C., 22-24 March 1966

A NEW APPROACH TO NEUTRON RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY
L. M. Bollinger

The use of bremsstrahlung to study highly-excited nuclear

states of heavy nuclides by means of the (y,n) reaction is discussed.
In the proposed experiments, neutron time-of-flight spectra give informa -
tion about states just above the neutron binding· energy, the states now

studied only by neutronlinduced reactions. Pulsed high-voltage

electrostatic electron accelerators are much better than linacs for this

purpose because the bremsstrahlung spectrum must have a sharp cutoff.

An effective and practical 'accelerator is an FN Tandem that accelerates

100 PA (average) of electrons from a source in the terminal. For typical
heavy nuclides, this system yields neutron spectra of excellent quality _

high counting rate, low background, and 0,1 % resolution width for thermal

to  1 -MeV neutrons. Detailed considerations show that (y, n) measurements

are much more effective than (n, y) measurements for solving almost all

problems that are of current physical interest. These problems include

the energy dependence of nuclear properties, gamma-ray strength

functions, strength functions for p-, d-, and f-wave neutrons, distribution

of partial radiation widths, distribution of energy levels, and all

properties of 53 nuclides that cannot be excited by neutrons.
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American Physical Sodiety Meeting
A'V-/0/#A/00-/0,/0./0/0/0/0/.0/,0/V#/0/0/,0/0/0/.*A/OA,

Washington, D. C., 25-28 April 1966

ELASTIC SCATTERING OF He3 AND ALPHA PARTICLES FROM Au AND
u238

D.   Borlin and T. H. Braid
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.- ll, 391 (April 1966)

The differential cross sections for elastic scattering of
3                 4 197 238

32.7-MeVHe and 42.3-MeVHe  ions onAu and U have been

measured by use of the analyzed beam from the Argonne cyclotron.

Spectra were taken with 50-100-keV resolution in the range of about

100 to 1000. The ratio of cross section to that for Rutherford scattering

remains nearly unity up to an angle which varies from 25' in the case of
4 197 0.He on Au to 50 in the case of

10' _ ,

13    238                            -      i
He  on U and then drops off               Z

-                32.8 MeV   He3
rapidly, showing practically no ON Au197

structure. An optical-model loo_
analysis of the data was made by             -

use of a modified version of

Auerbach's ABACUS-2 code. 1
f 10.=Figure 18 gives a representative b     Z

distribution and fit obtained with              -

the data. Parameters obtained

for this fit are V = 178.0, Q2_

w = 14.0, .r = 1.164, a = 0.731,                  I
r' = 1.540, a' = 0.833, and

r   = 1.400.                                            163 1 111
c                                               00 500 100° 1500

C.M. ANGLE

1 E·  M. Auerbach, Brookhaven Fig. 18. Ratio of differential cross

National Laboratory Report section to that of Rutherford

BNL-6562. scattering as a function of center-
of-mass angle for 32.8-MeV He3
ions scattered from Aul 9 7.
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HFS OF THE 3d44s  -61) AND 3d34s2 4F MULTIPLETS IN Vs 1
W. J. Childs and L. S. Goodman

Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 11, 328 (April 1966)

The magnetic-dipole and electric-quadrupole hyperfine
6interactions in the five members of the 3d44s D multiplet at -2000 cm- 1

51
in V have been examined with' the atomic-beam magnetic-resonance

technique. The results for the magnetic-dipole hyperfine-interaction

constants A and the electric -quadrupole hyperfine-interaction constants

B are given in Table II. The values given have been corrected for the

effects of off-diagonal hyperfine mixing with other members of the multiplet.
The corrections are unusually large (up to 17%) because of the extremely
close spacing of the levels. Extraction.of g  values from measurements

TABLE II. Hyperfine-interaction constants.

Configuration State A(Mc/sec) B(Mc/sec)

46
3d 4s           D 406.8515(16) 14.344(65)9/2
·6D 382.3690(12) 2.461(35)7/2

6D 373.5296(10) -4.943(25)
5 I 2

6
D 405.6481(12) -6.917(12)3/2

6

Di /2 751.5426(25)      0

3d34 s
2

F 227. 1359(6) 8.259(15)9/2
4F 249.7521(9) 5.595(26)liz
4

F 321.2505(12) 3.962(25)5/2
4
F 560.0686(6) 3.982(8)3/2
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of the field dependence of AF:=0 transition frequencies is complicated bf

both hyperfine and Zeeman mixing within the multiplet. Observed

frequency shifts of many line widths,are due primarily to interference

terms between the two mixing mechanisms. Similar corrections must
24-               be made in our previously obtained results, for the 3d34s F multiplet

in the same isotope. The corrected values of A and B for these levels
are also, given in Table II.

Experimental work on both multiplets is now complete.

The degree of self-consistency and consistency with theory for all of the

data obtained in both configurations is gratifying. The electric quadrupole

moment is found to be -0. 049(10) b. The Sternheimer shielding in the

two configurations is unknown, but has been measured to be the same

to within 1.0 + 3.7%.

1 L. S. Goodman and W. J.  Childs, Bull. Am.  Phys. Soc.  10,  1098 (1965).

RECENT MEASUREMENTS OF MUONIC X-RAY SPECTRA
R. E. cot6

Invited paper HA2

PROTON STRENGTH FUNCTIONS
A. J. Elwyn

Invited paper BC4
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ENERGY-LEVEL STRUCTURE OF Ca40 AS OBSERVED WITH THE
K39(He3, d) Ca40 REACTION

John R. Erskine

Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 11, 349 (April 1966)

39 3 40
The K    (He  , d)Ca reaction was studied at a bombarding

energy of  12  MeV with a broad-range magnetic spectrograph. Angular -
40distribution data were measured for 15 levels in Ca between  3.5  and

8.6 MeV excitation. Spectroscopic factors were extracted with a DWBA
-1

analysis of the data. The major components of the (d f    ) T-0
-1                    -1                            40

3/2 7/2   - '
(d     D )T 0,    and   (d f   )T-1 configurations in Ca were3/2  3/2 =

3/2 7/2
identified. The remarkably close agreement of the spacings and

40
spectroscopic factors of the T=1 states with their analogues in K    is
hard to reconcile with the large Coulomb -rhixing effects  in the  hole -

particle calculations of Gillet and Sanderson. 1

1 V.  Gillet and E. A. Sanderson, Nucl.  Phys.  54, 472 (1964).                                 -

POTENTIAL WELLS FOR PLASMAS IN RESONANT CAVITIES
Albert J. Hatch and M. Hasan

Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 11, 376 (April 1966)

Theoretical characteristics of potential wells for dynamic
containment of plasmas in cylindrical copper cavities have been calcu-

lated. For the TM electric quadrupole mode in a cavity withOil

ro /h = 3/4, f = 900 MHz, and P = 2kW, the depth of the 0 welll for
22low-density plasmas (n 4 nc = w  m c, /e  ) is 82 eV per ·electron.

Figure 19 is an isopotential contour plot of the M well in one quadrant
of the axial cross section of the TM cavity.  For the TE magnetic011                  012

l A. V. Gapanov and M. A. Miller, J. Exptl. Theoret. Phys. (U. S. S. R.)
34, 242 (1958) [translation: Soviet Phys.-JETP 7, 168 (1958)].
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quadrupole mode ina' cavity with r,/h= 1/2, f =900 MHz, and P = 2 kW,

the depth of the T wellz for high-density plasmas (n P nc) is 70 eV per
electron (or ion) at n=n. Figure 20 is an isopotential contour plot of

C

T showing the T well in one quadrant of the axial cross section of the

TE cavity. The approximately cylindrical volumes of the 0 and the                     =012

T wells are -12% and -0.5% of the respective cavity volumes.   For     '

cavities with fixed r, /h, the depth of the potential well varies as pl,lf.
The parameters and potential well depths cited here are design figures
for an experimental facility being assembled for a basic study of the
interaction of plasmas with nonuniform high-frequency standing-wave

electromagnetic fields.

2 A. J. Hatch, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 6, 197 (1961); Phys. Rev. Letters
6, 53 (1961); Argonne National Laboratory Report ANL-6455, pp. 65-79
(1961); J. Appl. Phys. 36, 44 (1965).

ISOMERIC SHIFT MEASUREMENTS IN.COMPOUNDS  OF Sbl 2 1
I.

G.  M.  Kalvius, - S.  L.  Ruby,  R. E. Snyder, f and G.  B.  Beardt
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 11, 369 (April 1966).

121Earlier Mossbauer measurementsl on Sb have been

extended to new compounds. Values for the isomer shifts compared
with Sb in white tin at 4.2'K have been obtained. A preliminary
interpretation stresses the analogy with similar tin compoundsz and

.'./

Solid State Science Division.
fwayne state university, Detroit, Michigan.

1 R.. E.  Snyder,  G. B. Beard,  S.  L.  Ruby, and G. M. Kalvius,  Bull.
Am. Phys. Soc. 11, 51 (1966).

z Numerical values for the Sn shifts  and the tnodel for the tin isomer
shifts have been taken from A. J. F. Boyle and H. E. Hall, Repts.
Progr. Phys. 25, 441 (1962).
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gives +9 mm/sec (this is roughly four times the experimental linewidth)

as the shift resulting from adding one 5s electron. The change in mean
119

proton radius is about six times as large as that in Sn , in strong

disagreement with simple nuclear models. Using compounds that lead

to isoelectronic configurations' ·on both Sn and Sb atoms (e. g. , InSb

and grey tin), we are able to compare the values of the magnetic moment,
119 121quadrupole moment, and 6 R/R for Sn with those for Sb

ELECTRON EMISSION FROM METAL MONOCRYSTALS UNDER  HIGH -
ENERGY He+ BOMBARDMENT

Manfred Kaminsky
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 11, 379 (April 1966)

The yield y of secondary electrons has been measured
for atomically clean surfaces of the (111) plane of aluminum, copper,

and silver monocrystals bombarded by 0.2-1.6-MeV mass-analyzed
+He   beams at normal.incidence. The recently established dependencel

of y on the target material for deuteron bombardment in the Rutherford
+collision region is found to exist also for He bombardment. However,

+while y(E) decreases with increasing deuteron energy, 2 for He it passes

through a broad maximum. As illustrated in Fig. 21, the maximum

number of electrons per ion shifts from [ y(E)] =   2.1 0   +    0.0 3    at   about
rnax

540 keV for the (111) plane of Ag, to 2.05 + 0.02 at about 620 keV for

Cu (111), and to 1.97 + 0.03 at about 760 keV ·for Al (lit).  It is observed
that for E > 760 keV the yields decrease in the order y(Al) > y(Cu) > y(Ag),
while for energies E < 540 keV the observed order is Y(Ag) > y(Cu) > y(Al).

1 M. Kaminsky, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.  10, 1105 (1965).

2 M.  Kaminsky and G. Goodwin, Proceedings of the 25th Annual
Conference on Physical Electronics, MIT, pp. 213-222 (1965).
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The data are taken as proof that2.2-

in the high-energy region the
    2.0 -

r.*r-X
I X// ,%            A l (I l l) production. of secondary electrons

  1.8-
\ cu(111)

5 1.6- Ag(111)
is caused predominantly by the

1.61

-1                                             ionization of lattice atoms by ion
W      1.4 -
A impact and not by a thermionic

1.2-

i.O              1 1 1 1

emission mechanism as claimed
0.1 0.2 0.5             1.0        1.5 by   s ome authors.  3      Since  theE, MeV

Fig. 21.  Secondary electron
manner in which the cross section

emission from the (111) planes for ion-impact ionization depends
pf Al, Cu, and Ag mono-
crystals under He+ bombard- on the incident-ion velocity V can

ment at normal incidence. be assumed (to a good approxi-

mation) to be similar for a lattice

atom and for a gaseous atom, the behavior of y(V) can be related to the

bbserved behavior4,5  of 0-.(V). In particular, our observed positions of
1

the maximum of the y(V) curve agree within a factor of two with the                       -

positions of the maximum in 9. (V) calculated from Firsov's theory. 4
1

Firsov's theory also predicts that for the three target materials the

position [a·i(v)lrnax shifts to lower energies inthe order Al>Cu>Ag,
which is the same order as was noted above for the shift of the position

of  [ y( E) ] nnax

3 R. M. Silitto, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) 60, 453 (1958). References
to similar models proposed by other authors are given in this article.

40. B. Firs ov, Soviet Phys. -JETP 1, 1076(1959).

5 E. S.  Solov' ev, R. N. Il'in, V. A. Oparin, and N. V. Fedorenko,
Soviet Phys. -JETP 15, 459 (1962).
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DEPENDENCE OF NUCLEAR CROSS-SECTION FLUCTUATIONS ON.-
THE NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM INFLUENCING THE LEVEL
WIDTH

*
D. W. Lang and P. P. Singh

Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 11, 337 (April 1966)

In a fluctuation analysis, the quantities extracted from a

sample of a cross-section curve are usually averages (over many

resonances) of rational functions  of the. resonance width r.    In most cases

of physical interest, the mean value of a function averaged over the distri-

bution of values of r differs from the same function of the mean value of

r.  We have calculated expected values of such quantities for a randomly

generated cross-section curve (a) for a delta-function distribution of

widths (i. e., for a trivial identity) and (b). for a Porter-Thomas distribu-

tion. Results usually agree with values found from fluctuation analysis
of the randomly generated cross sections. The expressions obtained for

expected values usually depend primarily on the mean value of r and to

-                   a lesser degree on the number of degrees of freedom, i. e., on the number

of open channels  in the Porter-Thomas distribution of widths.. In principle,

this minor dependence could be used to calculate the number of degrees

of freedom, but this would require mii ch larger samples of data than are

likely to become available.

Indiana University, Bloomington.

ANALYSIS OF NUCLEAR LEVEL SPACING DISTRIBUTIONS
J. E. Monahan and N. Rosenzweig

Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 11, 305 (April 1966)

For the purpose of detecting discrepancies  (if any) between

the observed distribution of spacings between highly-excited levels and the
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predictions  of the statistical theory,1  we  have  obtained estimates  of the

first two moments of the random variable
:

Q-. 0 [FN(x) - G(x)]2 dx.

In the above, FN(x) is the cumuiative spacing distribution constructed

from a set of N successive eigenvalues, and G(x) is the Wigner distribution

function. A Monte -Carlo anal*sis  of the rotationally invariant Gaussian

ensemble of real symmetric matrices shows that the expectation value of

the first and second moments of Q (in the ensemble) is very much

reduced by the correlation of successive spacings. Neglecting correlations
2 1/2between spacings, we obtain<Q> = 0.293/Nand<[ Q - <Q)] 3 = 0.167/N.

When these correlations are considered, these values become 0.091/N

and 0.056/N, respectively.

This statistic has been applied to the data of Garg,

Rainwater, Petersen, and Havens.. 2 .This sample consists of -200 spacings
238observed in the scattering of neutrons from U and -226 spacings

232observed in scattering from Th .  In both cases the range of neutron

energies was from a few eV to -4 keV.

There are two obvious possible sources of experimental

error in these data. First, some of the weakest observed levels may
be p-wave. These p-wave levels belong to a separate series that is

uncorrelated with the main s-wave series. Secondly,  some of the real

s-wave levels may be unobserved or·misinterpreted as p-wave levels

because they have exceptionally small widths. Both types of errors can

seriously affect the analysis of such data in terms of the statistic Q.

1 Statistical Theories of Spectra: Fluctuations, edited by Charles E.
Porter (Academic Press, Inc., New  York,  1965).

2 J. B. Garg, J. Rainwater, J. S. Petersen, and W. W. Havens, Jr.,
Phys. Rev. 134, B985 (1965).                                                "
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The preliminary nesults  of this  ang.lysis  are as.follots .
There is a serious discrepancy between theory and the experimental

Th data. Further, the first fifty or so spacings obtained from the U data

agree with theory only if the levels that Garg et al· listed as doubtful

members  of the  s -wave sequence are included as  s -wave levels  in the

analysis.

EXCITED STATES IN Cu62  FROM THE Ni61(He3, d) REACTION
G. C. Morrison and J. P. Schiffer

Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 11, 366 (April 1966)
3

As part of a program of investigation of the (He  , d) reaction
3

on separated Ni isotopes with the 18-MeV He  beam of the ANL Tandem
61 3 62

Van de Graaff, measurements have been made on the Ni    (He  , d)Cu

reaction. Deuteron energy spectra were obtained with the broad-range

magnetic spectrograph at enough forward angles to differentiate clearly

between f  =  1  or 3 angular -momentum transfer in the stripping reaction.

Levels were observed at excitation energies of 0.0,  0.042,  0.288,  0.426,

0.550, 0.638, 0.675, 0.698, 0.910, 0.982 MeV, with anuncertainty

of :!:5 keV. Preliminary analysis shows that all the levels listed are

predominantly populated by 1=1 proton transfer, with the exception of

the  f =3 state at 0.982 MeV. At higher excitation energies many further

levels are observed as would be expected from the odd-odd nature. of
62                                                        62

Cu   . The analogs of the ground state and first-excited state of Ni
are observed at excitation energies of 4.63 and 5.79 MeV. The position

62    62
of the ground-state analog leads to a Cu -Ni Coulomb-energy difference

of 9.34 + 0.02 MeV.
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AVERAGE PROPERTIES OF COMPLEX ATOMIC SPECTRA
N. Rosenzweig and B. G. Wybourne

Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 11, 308 (April 1966)

We conclude from the study of some theoretical examples

that, although the properties of the individual states of a complex atomic

spectrum depend in a very intricate way upon the atomic parameters

(Slater integrals, spin-orbit parameters, etc. ), the same quantities,

when averaged over a large  set of states,  have a relatively simple  but

striking dependence upon the parameters. A specific example is the

square of the gyromagnetic ratio averaged over the fifty J =z states
7of the f configuration.  The main features of the dependence of that

quantity on the value of the spin-orbit parameter can be understood

qualitatively in terms of a general inequality for orthogonal matrices,
selecti6n rules, a statistical modell for intermediate coupling, and the

degeneracies of the jj coupling limit.

1 C. E. Porter, Ed., Statistical Theories of Spectra: Fluctuations
(Academic Press, Inc., New York, 1965).

./

SEARCH FOR FRACTIONALLY CHARGED PARTICLES
J. P. Schiffer

Invited paper HA4

C. M. Stevens, W. A. Chupka, and the author at the

Argonne National Laboratory have 06nducted an experiment to look for

quarks, particles carrying a charge equal to one third of the electron

charge e. The electron has hitherto been believed to be the smallest

.
./

This "popular summary" was prepared as a press release at the
request of the American Institute of Physics.
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indivisible unit of charge since all efforts to find smaller charges have

failed. .However, the possible existence of fractional charges has ariseM

in recent theoretical developments that strongly suggest that the so-called
elementary particles are really composite systems. The proton,for

- instance, isbelieved tobemade upof two quarks of charge +2 e and

one of -1- e, while the neutron would consist of one of the former and

two of the latter. The quarks, so named by M. Gell-Mann who first

suggested them, would be extremely tightly bound within the protons or

neutrons; this may account for the fact that they have not hitherto been

observed as free particles. It would take radiation of very high energy

to blast them out of the proton or neutron, or to make them by the

process of pair-production. A small fraction of the natural cosmic rays

have energies of this magnitude; energies more than a billion times

greater than can be produced by any man-made accelerator have long

been observed.

Free quarks that may be produced would come to a stop

in ordinary matter, but being fractionally charged they could never form

electrically neutral combinations. The negatively charged quarks would

attach themselves tightly to ordinary atoms by electrostatic forces,

producing fractionally charged atoms which would persist indefinitely.

Quarks were sought by looking for such fractionally charged
atoms in (1) meteorites, which have been exposed to cosrnic rays for
hundreds of millions of years while in orbit in space, (2) the Earth's

atmosphere, and (3) sea water:.  In the meteorite measurements, slivers

of iron meteorites were vaporized in a vacuum.  This was done in the

presence of an electric field such that any electrically charged atoms

from the meteoritic material would have been selectively accelerated

into a mass spectrometer. No significant effects were found.  In the

atmospheric tests, a 200-ft metal fence was kept at an electric potential

of 25 000 V in such a way that any charged particles blown past by the

wind would have been trapped. About a billion cubic feet of air per  day
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was sampled in this way. Any permanently charged particles were
collected off the fence once a day and examined in a rnass spectrometer.

Finally, sea water was boiled off past a strong electric field and any            ·

charged particles were collected and measured. Some experiments
were also done with a Millikan oil-drop apparatus, the method used

-

over 50 years ago to determine the charge of the electron.

No quarks have been found to date.  In the nature of such

an experiment, the failure to find quarks does not prove that they do not
exist. Instead it sets a lower limit on the energy a cosmic ray must
have in order to produce positive and negative quarks. There is nothing
in the theory which can quantitatively predict this production energy.
In view of the peculiar properties of quarks, the fact that no quarks were
detected in the present experiments implies that their concentration is

15                           30not  mor e  than  one  in 10 atoms in meteorites,  one in 1.0 in the
25

atrnosphere, and one in 10 in sea water. From these concentrations,
one can say that if quarks exist the energy required to dissociate one
from a proton or neutron is at least 5000 times as great as that required
to  remove a proton or neutron from an atomic nucleus -and about ten

billion times as ·great as the energies binding atoms to each other in
chemical compounds.

SPURIOUS "INTERMEDIATE RESONANCES" IN RANDOMLY GENERATED
CROSS SECTIONS

.,

P.  P.  Singh, r P. Hoffman-Pinther, * and D.  W.  Lang
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 11, 350 (April 1966)

The output of a program to generate random cross sections
has been plotted and photographed by the,Argonne CDC-3600 computer.
The results have been compared with experimental data containing

.,
I.

Indiana University, Bloomington.
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"intermediate structure. "  We have found some cases in which gerierated

cross-section samples extending over about 25 times the mean correla-

tion width appear to contain one or two large "intermediate structures. "

Other examples are completely'free from such structures. Calculations

based on the model of reaction mechanisms used to generate the cross

sections show that about one-third of such samples will exhibit an acci-

dental "resonance" whose extent is more than 6 times the correlation

width and whose average height in the "resonance region" is more than

40% above the mean cross section. Unless such a sample of a nuclear

cross section is correlated with other information, argument from it

to details of the reaction mechanism must be made with caution.

Cdl 1 3 (d, P)Cdl 14 ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS
R. K. Smither, A. I. Namenson, and J. R. Erskine

Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 11, 319 (April 1966)

The angular distributions of 46 proton groups (FWHM . 14
113 114

keV) from the Cd (d, p)Cd reaction (Ed = 12 MeV) were recorded

at 7.50,  100,  150, 200, 300, 400, and 600 with the Argonne broad-range

magnetic spectrograph. These results were compared with DWBA,

calculations and 33 f -value assignments were made. The energies  (keV)
114

of the levels in Cd and (in brackets) the f values of the associated

proton groups were found tobeground state[f =0], 558[2], 1136[0],
1209[2], 1283[4], 1304[0], 1365[2], 1732[?], 1760[?], 1842[?],

1863[0], 1916[4], 1961[3], 2030[4], 2050[0+2], 2072[0], 2156[?],

2194[?], 2220[2], 2303[?], 2320[2], 2390[0+2], 2415[?], 2440[Oor

0+2], 2465[?], 2483 0+21, 2497[0], 2525[2], 2554[0], 2636[0],

2659[2], 2708[?], 2740[?], 2748[2], 2769[?], 2800[2], 2813[2],
2828[0], 2879[4], 2926[0], 2659[2], 3008[?], 3028[?], 3062[0],
3087[ 2],  3134[ 2]. These results will be compared with the recent results

113 114of Cd (n, Y)Cd experiments performed with Ge-diode detectors.
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COMPOUND-NUCLEUS FORMATION IN THE (a, y) REACTIONS THROUGH
THE GIANT-DIPOLE RESONANCE IN Si28  AND Si30

Z. Vager, R. E. Segel, P. P. Singh, and L. Meyer-Schiltzmeister
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. it, 334 (April 1966)

24Recently we have reportedl , 2  on a capture by Mg and
26Mg over a wide range of a energies. Angular-distribution measure-

ments have shown that the Y-ray transition to the ground state is pre-

dominantly of dipole character and that therefore the reactions proceed
28      30

mainly through the giant-dipole resonance in Si and Si , respectively.
26We have now taken a more detailed yield curve of the Mg    (a, y) reaction

from E  = 5.24 to E  - 7.94 MeV in 30-keV steps.  We have performeda a
a statistical analysis of these data and compared it with the earlier results

24      28      27      28
of the Mg    (a, y)Si and  Al       (p, y) Si reactions. 1 ,3 This comparison
shows that both (a, y) reactions go strongly through compound-nucleus

resonances with an average width of about 60 keV, while the
27      -28

Al  (p, y)Si reaction has predominantly fast components that vary only

smoothly with energy. We conclude  that,   in the formation  of the giant -

dipole resonance by a capture, the fast components are strongly

suppressed and that instead the reaction proceeds through the slow

process of going via the compound nucleus.

1 L. Meyer-Schiltzmeister, Z. Vager, and R. E. Segel, Bull. Am.
Phys. Soc. 10, 463 (1965).

2 Z.  Vager,  L.  Meyer-Schiltzmeister,  R. E. Segel,  and P. P. Singh,
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 10, 1084 (1965).

3 P.  P.  Singh,  R. E. Segel, L. Meyer-Sch{itzmeister, S. S. Hanna,
and R. G. Allas, Nucl. Phys. 65, 577 (1965).

f
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FOR PUBLICATION
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CONCEALED CONFIGURATION MIXING AND THE SPECTROSCOPY OF
THE PSEUDONIUM NUCLEI

./

S. Cohen, R. D. Lawson, and J. M. Soper
Phys. Letters (1 May 1966)

The calculation shows that many nuclear properties are
dxtremely insensitive to configuration mixing arising from the excitation
of zero-coupled pairs out of a closed shell.

*
Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell, England.

BONE MINERAL: DETERMINATION OF STANDARD OF NORMALITY
BY X-RAY TRANSMISSION MEASUREMENTS IN VIVO

Leonard S. Goodman and Bertram Levin'
Science

Interpretatioh of x-ray transmission measurements, made
in vivo, on the basis of a simple cylindrical model of the radius yields an
absolute criterion for evaluating the bone mineral content of a subject's
radius. Values obtained have a standard deviation of 5% of the mean
value for both normal men and normal women.

Michael Reese Hospital, Chicago, Illinois.
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A SYSTEM FOR SUPPRESSING LARGE, NONSTATISTICAL NOISE BURSTS
IN DIGITAL AVERAGING

L. S. Goodman and F. 0. Salter (Applied Mathematics Division)
' ' Rev. Sci. Instr.  (June 1966)

A device which eliminates the effect of noise bursts that
exceed the average signal rate of digital data by more than a chosen,                       -
preset amount has been designed and constructed and is herein described.

MAGNETIC HYPERFINE INTERACTIONS AND ELECTRIC QUADRUPOLAR
COUPLING IN ALLOYS OF IRON WITH THE ALPHA-MANGANESE
STRUCTURE

C. W. Kimball (Solid State Science Division), Walter C. Phillips
(Solid State Science Division), M. V. Nevitt (Metallurgy Division),
and R. S. Preston

Phys. Rev. (10 June 1966)

The MBssbauer technique  has  been used to inve stigate
the magnetic hyperfine field and electric quadrupolar coupling at Fe                     ..
nuclei in X-phase ternary alloys and in antiferromagnetic MnFe alloys
having the a-Mn structure. Alloys with 5, 10, 20, and 30 atomic per
cent Fe in a-Mn and the X-phase alloys X(V3 0 Sia o Fes o ),  X(Til 7 Cr24 Fe59 )'
and X(MO1 7 Cra l Fe62 ) were examined at 40, 770, and 3000K.  The data
are consistent with the assumption that of the four available sets of
sites, Fe occupies ofily sites III and IV.  The Fe atoms appear to have
no aligned 3d moment.  For FeMn alloys, the fact that the spectra at
a given temperature are nearly independent of composition indicates that
( i) the ratio between the Fe populations  of the two sites  is  the  same
for each composition, and (2) the isomer shift, the magnetic field, and
the electric field gradient at an Fe site are not sensitive to whether
neighboring atoms are Fe or M:n. A different Debye temperature is
associated with Fe at each site.
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ENERGY LEVELS  OF Ca48  AND Ca4 0 AS OBSERVED WITH INELASTIC·
SCATTERING OF  1 1.5 -MEV PROTONS

A. Marinov and J. R. Erskine
Phys. Rev. (17 June 1966)

The Ca48 (P, P,)Ca4.8 reaction has been investigated with
a broad-range magnetic spectrograph and an i 1. 5-MeV beam from a
tandem Van de Graaff. Inelastically scattered proton groups were
recorded at six angles with an over-all energy resolution width of about
15 keV. Excited states in Ca48 were found at 3833 + 4, 4284 + 6,
4 5 0 6    t.4,     4 6 1 3    +    4,     5 1 4 6    +..5,     5 3 6 8    i    5,     5 7 2 8    +     1 0,     6 1 0 6    +    7,     and
6338 + 10 keV. Proton groups from the Ca40(p,p')Ca40 reaction were

40also observed in these data. Excitation energies of levels in Ca were
measured to be 3353 + 4, 3738 + 4, 3907 + 4, 4492 + 5, 5280 + 8,
5612 + 8, 5625 + 8, and 6025 + 8 keV.

AN ALPHA-DEUTERON-LAMBDA MODEL OF THE HYPERNUCLEUS ALF
J. W. Murphy* and A. R. Bodmer

Nucl. Phys. (July 1966)

The hypernucleus ALi7 is studied with a three-body model
-                   consisting of the A and an undistorted a particle and deuteron.  The

interactions between the constituents are obtained by making use of the
basic a-N and A-N interactions. However, the strengths of these are
adjusted to give the observed binding energies of the two isolated pairs
a-d (i. e., Li6 ) and a-A (i. e., AHeS ). The strength of the d-A interaction
is not fixed but is determined as a function of the binding energy of ALi7
by our calculations for ALi7.   For Li6, a Zs relative a-d wave function
was used.  The ts a-d component * is assumed to be entirely spurious

1Sboth for Li6  and ALi7. Variational calculations for ·ALi7  are made withflexible trial wave functions and with particular effort given to reducing
the amplitude of *ls as much as possible. In achieving this, some
interesting new features arise in our variational calculation. Our results
confirm the indications of a previous two-body model study that there is
a strong a-A correlation together with only a slight distortion of the Li6
core by the A.  They also indicate that comparing (as a function of the
range of the A-N interaction) the strength of the A-d interaction obtained
from AH3 with that from ALi7 could give information about the range of
the A-N interaction. However·,· no conclusive results could be obtained
in this respect since'although we obtain the major part of the binding

=                  energy of ALi7 there is nevertheless a sufficient discrepancy to indicate
that our model is not completely adequate. In particular, the probable need
to consider correlations of the  A with the individual nucleons of the deuteron
indicates the use of a four -body a-n-p-d-A rnodel for further studies of ALi·7.

'll

The University, Manchester, England.
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HIGH-ENERGY y SPECTRA RESULTING FROM NEUTRON CAPTURE
IN HAFNIUM ISOTOPES

A. Namenson, H. E. Jackson, and R. K. Smither
Phys. Rev. (17 June 1966)

The y spectra resulting from thermal-neutron capture in
targets of natural hafnium, enriched Hfi 77, and enriched HfI 79 were
measured with lithium-drifted germanium detectors. The energies and
intensities  of 42 gamma lines in the range from about 5.5 t o 7.6  MeV
were determined and the transitions were identified with the reactions
Hfl 77(11, Y)Hfl 78,  Hfl 78(11, Y)Hfl 79 ,  Hfl 79 (rl, Y)Hfl 80 ,  or Hfl 80 (rl, 7)Hfl el .
The neutron separation energies were determined to be 7623 keV for
Hfi 78, 6098 keV for Hfi 79, 7383 keV for Hf180, and 5693 keV for Hfi 81,
the uncertainty. in energy being +3 keV in each case. The gamma spectrum
of each final nucleus was used to identify 28 new levels, and to verify 14
previously known levels.  Some of these levels are discussed.

SHELL-STRUCTURE EFFECTS IN THE LEVEL DENSITY OF A FERMI
SYSTEM

N. Rosenzweig
Nuovo Cimento

An earlier calculation of the level density of a degenerate
Fermi system of particles has been generalized by removing the g-fold
degeneracy  of an independent -particle level in the  form  of a uniformly
spaced cluster of single-particle levels. The result is still very simple
and serves to illustrate that gaps, partially filled shells in the ground
state, and other distinctive features of the single-particle spectrum in
our schematic model produce effects in the level-density formula
which are represented as additive corrections to the excitation energy.
No attempt has been made to fit actual nuclear data.

4
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DEPENDENCE OF THE ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF THE (d, p) REACTION
ON THE TOTAL ANGU LAR-MO [ENTUM TRANSFER.      II

J. P. Schiffer, L. L. Lee, Jr., A. Marinov, and C. Mayer-Boricke
Phys. Rev.

The (d, p) reaction has been studied with targets of Cl 2 ,
01 6  ,   Fl 9  ,   Siz 8,  .S3 2 3 3 4 ,   and  Z r 9 0 ,9 2 1 9 4  .     New  evidence  on  the   J
dependence of the  (d, p) angular distribution has been obtained in  ip
and 2d transitions. Additional evidence for td transitions has also been
obtained.

GAMMA RAYS FROM Bio + p; DECAY SCHEMES AND EXCITATION
FUNCTIONS

R. E. Segel, P. P. Singh, S. S. Hanna, and M. A. Grace

Phys. Rev. (20 May 1966)

The formation and decay of all the gamma-ray-emitting
states produced in bombarding.Bio with protons in the energy range
4 4 Ep 6 12 MeV has been studied. Re-examination of the gamma-ray
decay scheme of 81 0 showed no evidence for the existence of either a
1.74- or a i. 84-MeV transition; the value r /r = 0.73 + 0.15 was obtained

-                  for the alpha-unstable 5. 16-MeV level. Gamma rays from the first
Y

excited states of Be7 and Cl 0 were also observed; the energy of the
latter was determined to be 3.35 + 0.01 MeV. The formation of the
positron-emitting ground state of Cio was studied by means of the
annihilation radiation. Giant-resonance structures in the region
12 4-Ex(Cl 1)4 1 8 MeV were observed in the yield curves for all reactions
that did not leave the final nucleus in a T=1 state. A strong correlation
between maximum cross sections and reaction energies is.noted, but
this correlation in itself does not appear to be sufficient to explain the
marked suppression of the T=1 final states.  It is shown that a resonance
in the four -particle system a+ a+  d+ p could be responsible for the
giant-resonance structures.

."
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wl 82 (d, P)wl 83 REACTION AT 7.5 AND 12 MEV: AN INVESTIGATION
OF THE STRIPPING PROCESS ON A DEFORMED HEAVY NUCLEUS

R. H. Siemssen and J. R. Erskine
Phys. Rev. (17 June 1966)

The Wl 82(d, p)wl 83 reaction has been studied at 7.5 and
at 12 MeV with a broad-range magnetic spectrograph.  At 12 MeV,
angular distributions have been obtained from 50 to 1450 for the transitions
to the ground state and to the levels at excitations of 46, 99, 208, 292,
412, and 453 keV. Inaddition, the scattering of deuterons on,W182
and protons on Wl 83 has been measured at 12 MeV. The elastic scattering
has been analyzed in terms of the nuclear optical model. A serious
ambiguity in the deuteron parameters has been observed. For inelastic
deuteron scattering leaving Wl 82 in its first excited state,  a DWBA
analysis based on a deformed complex potential leads to a deformation
parameter B = 0.23 for Wl 82. The angular distributions of the
wi 82 (d, p)Wl 83  reaction have been compared. with DWBA calculations
with different distorting potentials, and spectroscopic factors have been
extracted.  When band mixing is included in the calculation of the
theoretical spectroscopic factors, the ratios of the experimental
spectroscopic factors agree quite well with those predicted by the Nilsson
model. Absolute spectroscopic factors, on the other hand, may disagree
by as much as a factor of 2-3.  The data have also been compared                      -
with the DWBA calculations of Penny and Satchler, which include
"two-step" processes. Our results indicate that "two-step" processes
are probably unimportant for the reaction studied.

KINETIC ENERGIES OF PRODUCTS OF ION-MOLECULE REACTIONS
H. E. Stanton and S. Wexler (Chemistry Division)

J. Chem. Phys. (15 March 1966)

The mean kinetic energies of the ionic products of the
reactions

(1)     Cz H4     +   CZ H4    - C3 H5     +   CH3  1

(2)  C2 Hz+ + C2 H4 - C3 H3   + CH3 3

(3)     CH3       +  CH4      -+ c2 H5    +  Hz
have been measured in a mass spectrometer equipped with a cylindrical
electrostatic energy analyzer. The translational energies observed in
the center-of-mass frame of reference for reactions (1), (2), and (3)
were 0.085 + 0.05 eV,  0.150 + 0.05 eV, and 0.056 + 0.05 eV, respectively.
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The values are somewhat higher than the mean kinetic energies calculated
from statistical theory by two different methods (one using the "temperature"
approximation of Chupka, the other the semiclassical approximation of
Klots) but for reactions (1) and (3) the difference was less than the
experimental error.  For the collision complexes formed from these
primary·ions and mole·cules, the comparisons suggest that the fractions
of the excitation energies that are partitioned among the translational
modes of the dissociation products of the complexes are somewhat higher
than the fractions e.stimated from a statistical theory that.assumes
complete equilibration of the excess energy among the many internal
degrees of freedom of the complexes.

Mathematical procedures for exannining the kinematics
of the ion-molecule collisions and subsequent dissociations of the complexes
are described. Included are methods for eliminating the effects of
instrumental bias on the experimentally determined translational energies.
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IV. PUBLICATIONS SINCE THE
LAST REPORT

PAPERS

ISOBARIC-SPIN SELECTION RULE IN THE Bl o (d, a)Bes REACTION AT
7.5  MEV

C. P. Browne and J. R. Erskine

Phys. Rev. 143, 683-687 (18 March 1966)

MEASUREMENT OF THE SPINS OF SOME STATES IN Fe5 5
D. S. Gemmell, L. L. Lee, Jr. , A. Marinov, and J. P. Schiffer

Phys. Rev. 144, 923-927 (22 April 1966)

INELASTIC SCATTERING AND ASSOCIATED GAMMA RADIATION
David R. Inglis

in Preludes in Theoretical Physics, edited by A. de Shalit,
H. Feshbach, and L. Van Hove (North-Holland Publishing
Co. , AInsterdam, 1966), pp. 218-230

MULTI-BARYONS AND MANY-BODY FORCES
K. Just

Nuovo Cimento 40, 1100-1109 (21 December 1965)

SPIN INDEPENDENCE, W-SPIN, PARITY AND SU(6) SYMMETRY
H. J. Lipkin and S. Meshkovt

Phys. Rev. 143, 1269-1274 (25 March 1966)

GAMMA DECAY OF THE 5. 16-MEV STATE IN Blo
R. E. Segel and R. H. Siemssen

Phys. Letters 20, 295-297 (15 February 1966)

University of Notre Dame

 Brookhaven National Laborat6ry and National Bureau of Standards.
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PAPERS AT MEETINGS

International Conference on Mass Spectrometry, Paris, 14 September 1964

MASS SPECTROMETRIC STUDIES  OF THE SPECIES OF PARTIC LES
LEAVING A MONOCRYSTALLINE TARGET IN A CHARGED OR
UNCHARGED STATE UNDER HIGH-ENERGY ION BOMBARDMENT

M. ' Kaminsky
Advances in Mass Spectrometry, Vol. 3, edited by
W. L. Mead (The Institute of Petroleum, London,
1966),·.pp. 69-90

STUDIES OF ATOMIC IMPACT PHENOMENA ON METAL SURFACES
WITH A PULSED-MOLECULAR-BEAM MASS SPECTROMETER

M. Kaminsky
Advances in Mass Spectrometry, Vol. 3, edited by
W. L. Mead (The Institute of Petroleum, London,
1966), pp. 295-318

EXPERIENCE WITH AN ON-LINE COMPUTING SYSTEM IN LOW-ENERGY
NUCLEAR PHYSICS EXPERIMENTS

D. S. Gemmell
IEEE Trans. NS-13 (1), 158-160 (February 1966)

American Physical Society meeting, Washington, D. C., 25-28 April 1966

ELASTIC SCATTERING OF He3. AND ALPHA PARTICLES FROM
Au AND U2 3 8

D. Borlin and T. H. Braid
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 11, 391 (April 1966)

HFS  OF THE 3d44s 6D MULTIPLET IN V51
W. J. Childs and L. S. Goodman

Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 11, 328 (April 1966)

ENERGY-LEVEL STRUCTURE OF Ca40 AS OBSERVED WITH THE
K39 (He3,d)Ca40 REACTION

John R. Erskine
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 11, 349 (April 1966)
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American Physical Society meeting, Washington, D. C., 25-28 April 1966
(c o n t'd.  )

POTENTIAL WELLS FOR PLASMAS IN RESONANT CAVITIES
li

Albert J.. Hatch and M. Hasant
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.  11, ·376 (April 1966)

In-

ISOMERIC SHIFT MEASUREMENTS IN COMPOUNDS OF Sbl 21
G. M. Kalvius (Solid State Science Division), S. L. Ruby,

I. ..

R.· E.  Snyder, °and G.  B.  Beard-
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 11, 369 (April 1966)

ELECTRON EMISSION FROM METAL MONOCRYSTALS UNDER
HIGH-ENERGY He+ BOMBARDMENT    I

Manfred Kaminsky
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 11, 379 (April 1966)

DEPENDENCE OF NUCLEAR CROSS-SECTION FLUCTUATIONS
ON THE NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM INFLUENCING
THE LEVEL WIDTH

D. W. Lang and P. P. Singh f
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 11, 337 (April 1966)

ANALYSIS OF NUCLEAR' LEVEL SPACING DISTRIBUTIONS
J. E. Monahan and N. Rosenzweig

5                                   Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 11, 305 (April 1966)

EXCITED STATES IN Cu62  FROM THE Ni61(He3, d) REACTION
G. C. Morrison and J. P. Schiffer

Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.  11, 366 .(April 1966)

AVERAGE PROPERTIES OF COMPLEX ATOMIC SPECTRA
N. Rosenzweig and B. G. Wybourne (Chemistry Division)

Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 11, 308 (April 1966)

SPURIOUS "INTERMEDIATE RESONANCES" IN RANDOMLY
GENERATED CROSS SECTIONS

P. P. Singh, 1 P..Hoffman-Pinther, t and D. W. Lang
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 11, 350 (April 1966)

..
'8%

Wayne State University.

, fIndiana University.
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American Physical Society meeting, Washington, D. C., 25-28 April'1966
(cont'd.)

Cdl 13 (d, p)Cdl 14 ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS                                                             ·,
R. K. Smither, A. I. Namenson, and J. R. Erskine

Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 11,319 (April 1966)
1

./1

COMPOUND-NUCLEUS FORMATION IN THE (a, y) REACTIONS
THROUGH THE GIANT-DIPOLE RESONANCE IN Si28 AND Si30

Z. Vager, R. E. Segel, P. P. Singh, and L. Meyer-
SchGtzrneister

Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 11, 334 (April 1966)

M.

)
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V. PERSONNEL CHANGES  1«N THE ANL
PHYSICS DIVISION

0.

NEW MEMBERS OF THE DIVISION

Resident Research Associate

Dr. Helmut J. Fischbeck, University of Michigan. Neutron-capture
61

gamma rays in Cu isotopes; decay of Cu . Returned to

Argonne on 25 April 1966 for ai period of approximately

2 months.

..3

University Users of the ANL Tandem

Mr. William Callender, DePaul University. Studies of energy levels in

light nuclei with the magnetic spectrograph. Started work

at ANL on 12 April 1966.

Mr. John Duray, University of Notre Dame, Indiana. Studies of energy

levels in light nuclei with the magnetic spectrograph.

Started work at ANL on 12 April 1966.

40. :3 42Mr. Henry Gertzman, University of Rochester.   Ca    (He  ;p, y)Sc

Started work at ANL on 29 March 1966.
.
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Mr. Gary Marolt, University of Notre Dame, Indiana. Studies of energy
levels in light nuclei with the magnetic spectrograph.

Started work at ANL·on 13 April 19.66.

0

Technicians

Mr. Thomas Campana joined the Physics Division on 4 April 1966 to

work with J. R. Wallace.

Mr. Milton D. Mach lek joined the Physics Division on 9 March 1966

to work with J. R. Erskine.

Mr. Edwin Sinars joined the Physics Division on 8 March 1966.to work

with J. R. Wallace.
12·

e

DEPARTURES

Mrs. Janet Speicher, clerk, .has been in the Physics Division since

15 July 1963. She terminated at ANL on 29 April 1966.

Dr. Zeev Vager, resident research associate (post-doctoral), has been
in the Physics Division since 18 November 1963.  He has
worked on radiative capture in the El giant resonance,

heavy-particle reacti6ns, and analog states.    He term-

inated at ANL  on 29 March  1966 to return to the Weizmann

Institute of Science, Rehovoth, Israel.
„


